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Multi-scale hierarchical carbon structures have been developed by growing strongly attached 
carbon nanotubes (CNT) on high surface area substrates having open, interconnected porosity.  
This investigation was developed on cellular carbon foams but the process is equally suitable for 
other geometries including flat, fibers, and other porous substrates (interconnected). It is also 
adaptable to other substrate materials such as metals, alloys or ceramic compounds. Multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes are grown using a floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method 
after pre-coating the substrate with a silica nano-layer. The silica-coated graphitic substrates are 
seen to grow 280 times more nanotubes per unit area compared to bare graphite. Detailed 
spectroscopic and microscopic studies indicate that this significant improvement can be 
attributed to improved adhesion and distribution of the iron catalysts and enhanced catalytic 
activity from substrate interactions. Failure analysis of the nanotube layer under several types of 
loading demonstrates strong adhesion between CNT and substrate, with failure occurring in the 
underlying substrate. Attachment of carbon nanotubes can result in more than two orders of 
magnitude increase in specific surface area as independently confirmed by modeling the 
microstructure and direct surface area measurement using Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
technique. These hierarchical materials are tested as encapsulation structures for phase change 
materials (PCM). The CNT can act as nanofin radiators enhancing energy exchange between the 
thermally conductive encapsulation and the PCM, hence improving thermal response time. A 
heat cell was designed to compare the response times of foam encapsulation with and without 
IV 
 
CNT. Encapsulation with CNT is found to have and significantly faster thermal response. DSC 
measurements demonstrate that CNT/foam hierarchical encapsulation provides 15% higher 
storage of latent heat. The improvements in thermal responsiveness and storage capacity from 
CNT/foam encapsulation provide 150% higher specific power (W/g) while transferring the heat 
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1 Chapter One: Background 
1.1 Objectives and Scope of this Dissertation 
The objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 
1. Develop a technique for fabricating hierarchical carbon nanostructures by attaching strongly 
bonded carbon nanotubes (CNT) onto larger graphitic substrates. 
2. Investigate the key parameters in the growth process and relate these to the nanostructures 
grown. 
3. Determine how the functional coating on the substrate affects important material properties 
including CNT density, adhesion with the substrate, and surface area of hierarchical 
materials. 
4. Demonstrate a future application of these hierarchical carbon nanostructures by testing their 
effectiveness as encapsulation to increase the thermal responsiveness of phase change 
materials. 
This dissertation is written as six broad chapters to better define the research within. The 
first chapter provides background and context relevant to the entire body of work. This includes 
background description of materials used in this study and the characterization techniques 
employed. 
 Chapter two focuses on fabricating these hierarchical carbon nanostructures. Processing 
parameters necessary for controlled growth are first identified and their relationships to each 
other are explored. Operating ranges and tolerances are developed and related to structural 
outputs at the micro and nano scales. The critical nature of the silica buffer layer is made 
apparent and is further discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter three focuses on the crucial role played by the silica functional layer on nanotube 
growth. Defining and understanding clear relationships between silica thickness, catalyst 
deposition, and carbon nanotube growth on graphitic substrates are important for enabling the 
introduction of these engineered hierarchical carbon structures into many existing technologies.  
Chapter four provides analysis of the important materials properties of the hierarchical 
carbon structures. These properties are adhesion between the CNT and substrate, specific surface 
area, and the oxidation temperature in air. Adhesion is critical to constructing durable devices 
using these carbon structures. Specific surface area is important to relate the structure with 
measured improvements in device performance. Knowing the oxidation temperature in air is 
important for evaluating the feasibility of additional processing and to give expected operating 
ranges for thermal management applications. 
Chapter five is an application study demonstrating the effectiveness of these hierarchical 
structures in a thermal management application. Phase change materials (PCM) are commonly 
inserted into thermally conductive microencapsulation to improve the thermal response time, and 
thus the efficiency during the storage of latent heat. PCM encapsulated in hierarchical graphitic 
foam are shown to have greatly improved thermal response compared to those encapsulated in 
as-received foam. The carbon nanotubes serve as nanofin radiators to improve thermal transport 
across the graphitic/PCM interface.  
Chapter six summarizes the important points of this dissertation and places them in a 
cohesive context. 
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1.2 Surface Area and Related Physical Properties 
Many important interactions occur at the interface of two dissimilar materials. This work is 
interested in interactions where at least one of the materials is in a solid phase; possibilities are 
solid-solid, solid-liquid, or solid-gas. Interactions between the two phases could involve direct 
energy transfers (thermal, electrical, optical, etc), chemical reactions, diffusion of atomic species, 
catalytic actions (the solid causes a physical change in the other phase without being changed 
itself), physical adhesion/repulsion, or some combination thereof. The speed of these interactions 
is often critically important for the efficiency of a given system. 
 There are many possible ways to enhance and control interactions across an interface 
including material selection, temperature, microstructure, and efficient design. However, all of 
these methods will be limited by the interfacial area between the two materials. This work is 
interested in building materials with greatly increased interfacial area and using them to 
demonstrate improved performance in systems where surface area is a limiting factor. 
 
1.3 Hierarchical Substrates 
Nature has many systems which have evolved to promote maximum interfacial 
functionality within minimal size and weight constraints. Structures like capillaries, sponges, and 
hairs have enabled plants and animals to develop more efficient sensory, support, and transport 
mechanisms. Similarly, synthetic multi-component systems maximize interfacial area using 
tubes, fibers, foams, and particles. Multiscale support systems are commonly used in composites, 
filters, catalysts, and sensors. Efficient exchange of mechanical, electrical, and thermal energies 
at interfacial boundaries is a key factor in device performance for many of these systems. Such 
exchanges can be limited by both the transfer mechanism and by the interfacial area through 
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which exchange can occur. Performance of many existing multi-component systems can thus be 
improved by increasing the interfacial area while maintaining the other properties as needed.  
One method for creating enhanced hierarchical interfaces is by attaching a layer of multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) onto the surface of a substrate [1–17]. This provides a 
hierarchical structure with features that can be engineered at both micro and nano scales. 
However, this can be difficult to engineer because both the composition and the shape of the 
substrate strongly affect how the nanotubes grow [18–20].  
To date, much of the work in this area has focused on growing carbon nanotubes onto 
carbon fiber for composite applications [1], [2], [5], [7], [11], [17]. Carbon nanotubes grown 
onto porous substrates have been mostly limited to oxide or metallic foams [3], [4], [8], [15].  
One growing area of interest is the fabrication of multiscale carbon based materials. 
Graphitic materials in the form of flakes, fibers, and foams are already used in many industries 
due to their low density and desirable properties (thermal, electrical, electrochemical, and 
mechanical). Developing a versatile technique for fabricating hierarchical nanotube overlayers 
onto graphitic foams was thus a logical next step in engineering. Graphitic foams are superior in 
many applications to either ceramic or metallic foams for the previously mentioned reasons. It is 
especially desirable if the same technique can be adapted to multiple geometries of graphitic 
materials, and not just porous foams. 
 
1.4 Potential Applications 
It is well known that surface area is a limiting factor in many emerging technologies, and a 
layer of CNT can significantly help this issue. Nanotubes are widely researched because of their 
desirable properties including high surface area, good thermal and electrical conductivity, and 
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high strength. Previous studies have investigated their use in composites [21], [22], thermal 
management systems [23–26] and as supports for active coatings or nanoparticles including 
silica[27], silver[28], and platinum[29]. They are also of interest as support structures for 
censors, as electrodes, biological scaffolding, water purification, and hydrogen storage. The 
increased surface area can also provide higher thermal and electrical conductivity across the 
interface and inhibit interfacial delamination in composites.  
1.5 Materials 
1.5.1 Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite 
Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is a dense form of synthetic graphite with a 
high degree of the sheets aligned within 1 degree. HOPG used in this study has between 50-75% 
of areas aligned parallel to the surface. All data is collected from these aligned regions to 
eliminate effects from substrate variation. 
 
1.5.2 Cellular Graphitic Foam 
The graphitic carbon foams that are used in this study have several properties that 
combine to make them attractive as a support for carbon nanotubes. The foams have high 
porosity (+70%), good thermal and electrical conductivity, acceptable mechanical properties, and 
an interconnected network of pores throughout the interior. This high porosity and level of 
interconnectivity are of great importance for both the growth of the CNT and all potential 
applications, including the infusion of the wax phase change material described in this study. 
This type of structure in the foam is necessary to enable uniform deposition of the CNT from the 
gas phase reaction. 
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Unless otherwise stated, all foams used in this dissertation are KFOAM products, 
manufactured and provided by Koopers, Inc. Initial studies were done using three different 
grades (D1, L1, and L1a). Standard materials properties for each grade are provided in the table 
below from the manufacturers web site [30]. Detailed studies in chapter two and chapter four are 
done with L1a grade graphitic foam because it has the highest porosity and best uniformity. 
Chapter five uses a different grade of foam provided by the Air Force Research Laboratory 
(AFRL) that was chosen for its thermal properties; details are provided on that foam later. Figure 
1 shows two examples of the microstructure of L1a foams and the graphitic planes along pore 
walls. 











Density [g/cc] 0.38 0.34 0.48 
Compressive Strength MPa 3.4 1.7 2.5 
Compressive Modulus GPa 0.31 0.15 0.4 
Tensile Strength MPa 7.95 4.4 6.8 
Tensile Modulus GPa 0.31 0.19 0.31 
Flexural Strength MPa 3.2 2.1 2.5 
Flexural Modulus GPa 0.26 0.12 0.34 
Shear Strength MPa 0.67 0.54 0.89 
Shear Modulus GPa 0.09 0.06 0.16 




3.0 1.72 0.69 
Thermal Conductivity -Z W/m·K 70 55 110 
Electrical Resistivity -Z µΩ·m 47.6 40.8 31.5 
Average Pore Size µM 600 500 650 
Average Pore Volume % 70 78 72 
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Figure 1: Structure and Surface of Cellular L1a Graphitic Foam 
Microstructure of the Koopers L1a graphitic foam showing variations in pore size (A&B) and graphitic planes along 










1.5.3 Plasma Derived Silicon Dioxide Thin Film 
The silica coating used in this study was developed by R.V. Pulikollu as part of his 
dissertation work, and an initial study he conducted with S.M. Mukhopadhyay demonstrated that 
the coating increased the number of carbon nanotubes that would grow on carbon nanofibers. 
The details are published elsewhere but summarized below[31–35].  
The silica is deposited using gas phase precursors in a microwave plasma chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) reactor using a three step process with hexamethyl-disiloxane and oxygen gas. 
The three deposition stages are: 
1. O2 (99.99%) gas was introduced into the microwave plasma chamber for 180s (flow rate 
of 50 ml/min, chamber pressure of 50 Pa, 225 W microwave power). 
2. O2 (50 ml/min, 60 Pa) and HMDSO (2 ml/min) were introduced at a microwave power of 
250W for up to 300s to deposit oxide on the surface. Coating times refer to the total time 
of stage 2. 
3. O2 carrier gas (50ml/min, 50 Pa) was introduced into the chamber at a microwave power 
of 150W for 60s to stabilize the oxide coating. 
 
C 
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Silica thickness is controlled by varying the coating time (stage 2) of microwave plasma 
CVD as indicated earlier. The coating starts as island growth with heights of 3-5nm. These 
islands are scattered over the surface initially, but grow more numerous before coalescing after 
about 1 minute. After 60s, the islands have merged to form a uniform layer with thickness of 
about 4nm and roughness of less than 1 nm. The silica is chemically bonded to the surface of the 
graphite with an interface of Si-C bonds. This process produces amorphous SiO2 which may be 
porous on the nanoscale and includes some impurities (primarily hydrocarbons from the 
HMDSO).  
The initial study done by Dr. Pulikollu suggested that the amorphous silica nanolayer 
could be used to enable the growth of carbon nanotubes onto uneven and porous substrates and 
served as a starting point for this project. 
 
1.5.4 Ferrocene 
Ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) is an organometallic compound consisting of two cyclo-penta-
dienyl rings bound by an iron atom. It was one of the first metallocene compounds developed 
and is commonly used as a precursor in many fabrication schemes. Ferrocene forms an orange 
powder at room temperature and is easily dissolved in most organic solvents. The ferrocene used 
in this work is Alfa Aesar 99% pure with given melting temperature of 173-174°C, boiling point 
of 249°C, and mass of 186.04 g/mol [36]. However, ferrocene will sublime (~140°C) before 
melting and decomposes around 180°C [37–40].   
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1.5.5 Xylene 
Xylene (C6H4(CH3)2) is a common organic solvent composed of a benzene ring with two 
attached methyl groups. Different positions of the methyl groups give this compound three 
different isomers [ortho-, meta- , and para- xylene]. The xylene used in this work is industrial 
solvent grade because high purity (isomeric and/or chemical) is not necessary. Xylene is a clear 
liquid at room temperature, has a boiling point of about 140°C, and mass of 106.16 g/mol. 
 
1.5.6 Paraffin Wax 
The phase change material (PCM) selected is a mixed paraffin wax (Aldrich, mp 53-57°C). 
Paraffin wax is chosen for this study for a number of reasons: (1) it is easy and safe to work with, 
(2) is well studied in the literature as a PCM, (3) it is expected to have excellent wettability with 
the carbon nanotubes, (4) paraffins have transition temperatures which can be selected based on 
the structure, and (5) it is inexpensive. All of the wax tested is from a single batch of mixed 
paraffins. 
 
1.5.7 Carbon Nanotubes 
In 1991, Sumio Iijima published an article in Nature about his discovery of carbon 
nanotubes (CNT) [41]. There had been earlier independent discoveries of carbon nanotubes by 
other researches, but it was Iijima’s work which would launch current interest in this material. 
Almost twenty years later, tens of thousands of articles and books have been written studying 
CNT and their uses in a wide variety of fields and applications including electronics, composites, 
energy harvesting, and bio-medical materials. 
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 Carbon nanotubes are of great interest because of the versatility that their combined 
properties offer. They are electrically and thermally conductive, have very high surface area to 
volume, are biocompatible, possess a hollow core, have great tensile strength (especially with 
respect to their weight), and are one of the easier nano-materials that can currently be fabricated 
in controlled methods and useful quantities. Generally it is the combination of two or more of 
these properties which make CNT so valuable for specific applications. 
 
1.5.7.1 Structure and Properties of CNT 
The properties of CNT are determined by the structure of the bonded carbon atoms. 
Electrically neutral carbon has six electrons, two with the principle quantum number N=1 and 4 
with the principle quantum number N=2. In the ground state of a molecule, the energy levels of 










 with the outer four electrons, also 
known as the valence shell, being involved in the bonding. When carbon atoms bond together, 
the valence electrons are shared according to a concept known as hybridization. Hybrid orbitals 




, or sp hybridization. The 
type of hybridization that occurs in turn determines nature of the resulting molecule: the number 
of neighboring bonded atoms, the bond angle, the structure, and thus the properties[42]. 
 With sp
3
 hybridization, the carbon atoms have 4 nearest neighbors and bond angles of 
109°28’ between them as in tetrahedral structured methane and diamond. The carbon atom has 4 
single bonds. Next, sp
2
 hybridization has one double bond and two single bonds. Bond angles are 
120°, there are 3 nearest neighbors, and this forms planar compounds like benzene (C6H6) and 
graphite. With sp hybridization, a linear structure is formed having one single bond and one 
triple bond, the bond angles are 180°, and the carbon atom has two nearest neighboring atoms as 
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in acetylene (C2H2)[42]. Table 2 summarizes the types and structures of hybridized carbon 
bonding. 






Electron orbitals involved s, px, py, pz s, px, py s, px 
Bond angle 109°28’ 120° 180° 




ethylene (C2H4),  
graphite 
acetylene (C2H2) 
Table reprinted from [43] 
 The structure of carbon nanotubes is very similar to that of graphite. Graphite is made of 
sheets of sp
2
 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal pattern. In the graphite structure, 
each carbon atom has three valence electrons in covalent σ bonds which are in plane with the 
atoms. A fourth electron is bonded perpendicularly to the basal plane (ranging above and below) 
in delocalized π bonds. The π bonds allow electrons to move easily within the plane of the 
bonded carbon atoms which causes graphite to be electrically and thermally conductive along 
one plane. Interplanar van der Waals forces weakly connects the stacked sheets of graphite with 
each other at a distance of 0.34 nm. Electrons do not pass easily from sheet to adjacent sheet. 
This structure gives graphite highly anisotropic tensile, thermal, and electrical properties[42]. 
 A single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) is similar to a sheet of graphite wrapped into a 
tube around some vector T, known as the translational vector. However, the curvature of the 
surface causes the sp
2
 bonding structure to differ slightly from that of graphite. The interplanar σ 
bonds are confined slightly out of plane with respect to the two carbon atoms and the 
perpendicular π bonds are squeezed inside the tube and slightly less confined outside the tube. 
The altered structure of the bonds increases the thermal and electrical conductivity of the π 
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bonds, improves the mechanical strength from the σ bonds, and can increase the chemical and 
biological activity of the surface with respect to graphite [42].  
Of course all carbon nanotubes are not straight and defect free; most have some curvature 
relative to the T vector and some even display regular helicity. A bend or “joining” between two 
tubes can be accomplished by inclusion of one or more pentagon-heptagon pairs[44]. Inclusions 
of pentagons, heptagons, and octagons into the regular array of hexagons are called topological 
defects [45]. Additionally, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) often include structural 
defects such as bamboo-like cupping, cone shapes, and discontinuous walls. 
 
1.5.7.2 Fabrication Methods for CNT 
Common fabrication methods for making carbon nanotubes can be broken down into five 
basic categories: arc discharge, laser ablation, high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPCO), flame 
synthesis, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).  
Arc discharge is accomplished by producing a DC arc between two carbon electrodes in a 
controlled gas environment. Commonly used parameters set a potential difference between the 
electrodes of 20-30V with a current between 40-100A. The electrodes are cylindrical in shape 
with the cathode usually being of larger diameter than the anode. Anode blocks commonly range 
between 6-10mm in diameter and are paired with cathodes between 8-15mm in diameter. Both 
electrodes are commonly water cooled at the base to prevent damage to the apparatus when 
arcing occurs near the holders (at the beginning and end of the process).  
Laser ablation is a good method for creating small batches of carbon nanotubes with a 
high degree of control over batch mean structural parameters such as diameter and crystallinity. 
Given the batch size limitation, laser ablation is primarily used to grow SWNT. Multi-walled 
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carbon nanotubes can just as easily be grown, but the advantages that laser ablation offers in 
most applications are more relevant to SWNT. Important parameters for laser ablation are type 
and output of laser, processing temperature, buffer gas, pressure, chamber geometry, and target 
composition. Laser light on the carbon target creates a high temperature, high pressure bubble 
which results in a shock wave and the ejection of a vaporized plume into the chamber. Carbon 
nanotubes form rapidly in the ejected plume. 
The high pressure carbon monoxide process is used to grow loose single walled carbon 
nanotubes and it is a continuous growth process which utilizes inexpensive precursors. HiPCO 
has the added advantage of being able to produce SWNT with smaller diameters than any other 
technique (0.8 nm). The precursor chemicals for HiPCO are carbon monoxide (CO) and iron 
pentacarbyonyl (Fe(CO)5). A small amount (1.4%) of methane (CH4) is also added to the gas 
flow because it has been shown to improve the yield. Increasing the methane further is found to 
increase the formation of amorphous carbon in the SWNT and reduce their properties [46], [47]. 
Flame synthesis of carbon nanotubes has been recognized for some time. Small quantities 
of nanotubes are produced in the soot of ordinary fires but producing useful quantities in a 
controlled manor is a relatively new and developing process. More than any other method, flame 
synthesis offers the chance to grow carbon nanotubes in a manner that is cost effective and 
scalable enough for mass production. 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is generally the least expensive (after flame synthesis) 
as well as being the most versatile method for growing CNT. Two factors enable this versatility: 
1) the ability to control growth rates and times and 2) the ability to grow nanotubes on a 
substrate. Growth times for individual nanotubes in arc discharge, laser ablation, flame synthesis, 
and HiPCO can range from less than one second up to around 10 seconds. In all of these other 
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processes, the nanotubes can only remain within the growth environment for a short period of 
time if for no other reason than they are carried off to the collector. With CVD, growth processes 
for individual nanotubes commonly last as long as 30 minutes. The growth rate in a given system 
can be controlled over this time with the temperature and the gas composition. The use of 
various substrates also has a profound effect on nanotube growth rates, catalyst activity, 
morphologies, and patterning as will be discussed later. 
Each of the five common methods has both advantages and limitations which are 
summarized on table 3. 
 
Table 3: Methods for Growing Carbon Nanotubes [43] 
 Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
Method Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 
Arc Discharge Good balance of 














control of structure 
small output, 
purification required 





volume but some 
scalability 
not done not done 
Flame Synthesis not done not done cheap, easy, and fast 
growth on substrates 
possible 
poor quality and 
control 
CVD longest length, 
highly versatile, 
growth on substrates 
possible, relatively 
cheap and easy 
less control over 
structure than some 
other methods, 










chamber size limits 
substrate size 
Table reprinted from [43] 
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1.6 Characterization Techniques 
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) 
Nano-structural analysis of the hierarchical material was performed in JEOL 7401F Field 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). Images were taken using secondary (1-2 
kV), backscatter (5-10 kV), and scanning transmission mode (15-30 kV) with appropriate beam 
voltages based on sample structure. Imaging with secondary electrons enables high resolution 
topographical images but can have issues from surface charging. Backscatter imaging provides 
contrast based on density which can be used to see structural and compositional differences at 
and just below the surface. Scanning transmission mode (STEM) allows limited structural 
imaging which is primarily used in this study to measure the outer diameter and wall thickness of 
CNT. 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
EDS was used for quantification with settings of 5kV and t ≥ 240s to minimize 
measurement depth and spot variation using C-K, O-K, Fe-L, and Si-K lines. 
X-ray Photoelectron Microscopy (XPS) 
Surface chemical states were analyzed by X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
using a Kratos Axis Ultra System and monochromatized AlK X-rays. Survey scans were taken 
between binding energies of 0-1100 eV to identify the elements present at the surface. Fine scans 
were taken for the primary analysis peak based on the software suggested interval for each.  
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Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Surface Area Analysis (BET) 
BET was done on Micromeritics TriStar II 3020 using N2 gas stabilizing at liquid 
nitrogen temperature. Surface area is calculated from the volume of gas adsorbed onto the 
sample surface as a function of pressure. 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
DSC is performed by our collaborators at AFRL to verify consistent thermal properties of 
encapsulated phase change materials with and without CNT. 
Thermal Response Time 
Thermal performance of the encapsulated PCM is evaluated using a custom built insulated 
heating cell designed by our partners at AFRL. A copper block is heated on one side with a 
resistive heater powered at 10 W. The encapsulated PCM is in contact on the other side. 
Temperature is monitored from both sides. Response time is measured from room temperature 
until a discontinuity is measured in temp vs. time response. Further details and a diagram of this 
instrument are provided in Chapter Five.   
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2 Chapter Two: Fabrication of Hierarchical Carbon Nanostructures 
2.1 Introduction: Chemical Vapor Deposition of Carbon Nanotubes 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a relatively inexpensive and versatile method for 
fabricating carbon nanotubes; it is also the most common method for creating carbon nanotubes 
attached to substrates.  CVD methods utilize transition metal catalysts, which can be either pre-
deposited as an earlier step or added during the growth process[48–51]. This second approach 
(often referred to as either catalytic chemical vapor deposition or floating catalyst method) is 
employed in this study. 
Chemical vapor deposition techniques vary widely and findings about growth in one 
system are not necessarily applicable to every other CVD set-up. The variables in any CVD 
system are highly interdependent. However, one trend appears to hold true across systems; 
settings which increase growth rates (high temperature, high carbon input, high pressure, etc) 
generally cause an increase in defects and lead to the formation of bamboo structures near the 
upper limits at which MWNT are formed[52–55]. This  may be attributed to the balance between 
carbon atoms arriving at the reaction site and transport through the catalyst[55]. Too much 
carbon available at the catalyst can lead to catalyst deactivation and the formation of amorphous 
products while too little will limit CNT growth[56]. Formation of amorphous carbon leads to 
catalyst deactivation and decreasing growth rates with time[57]. This decrease in growth rates 
can be partially countered by adding water to the gas[58]. 
2.1.1 Catalyst and Carbon Sources 
Unlike techniques involving pre-deposition of catalyst particles, floating catalyst methods 
are based on introducing metal-organic compounds into the gas for in-situ catalyst formation. 
The most common precursor is ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) but other chemicals are used including 
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cyclooctatetraene iron tricarbonyl (C8H8)Fe(CO)3, cyclopentadienyliron dicarbonyl dimer 
(C5H5)2Fe2(CO)4, and iron pentacarbyonyl (Fe(CO)5)[59]. The metal-organic precursor is usually 
dissolved in a liquid carbon source such as toluene, xylene, or benzene[39], [52], [59–62]. 
Ferrocene can also be evaporated by itself or with methane to grow nanotubes[61], [63]. A 
solution of ferrocene dissolved into xylene (C6H6(CH3)2) is used here as catalyst and carbon 
source. 
 
2.1.2 Growth Atmosphere and Temperature 
There is greater variation in gas compositions for CVD methods than is commonly found 
in other processes for growing nanotubes. The primary factors affecting gas composition are the 
carbon source, the catalyst source, and the structure of CNT desired. Common neutral carrier 
gasses are Ar and N2. Hydrogen and sometimes ammonia are used as reducing agents. Water, or 
occasionally small amounts of oxygen, is used to remove amorphous carbon build-up and 
prevent catalyst deactivation. This can improve purity and crystallinity plus enable longer growth 
periods and thus increased CNT length. Methane and acetylene can be used by themselves or, 
more commonly, with a reducing agent. The optimal gas balance is also affected by the operating 
temperature and pressure. 
For purely thermal CVD systems, the growth temperature for multi walled carbon 
nanotubes is usually between 700-850°C. Single walled carbon nanotubes are generally grown 
above 900°C. Substrates like graphite would oxidize at these temperatures in atmosphere but can 
be used here due to the reducing nature of the gas. However, not all substrates can withstand 
these temperatures even in non-oxidizing environments.  
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The primary tactic for lowering growth temperatures is to use either radio frequency or 
microwave power to form plasma in the reactor[39], [40], [48], [64]. This is appropriately known 
as plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). A voltage bias can also be used to 
increase growth and affect the growth direction of the nanotubes[64]. PECVD can lower 
substrate temperatures by several hundred degrees Celsius which allows for many new substrate 
materials and potential applications.  However, PECVD approach is not very applicable for 
uneven porous surfaces. The number of process variables increases, and optimization of plasma 
parameters becomes complicated. 
Thermal CVD is selected for this study since the graphite substrates can withstand the 
necessary temperature in vacuum. 
2.1.3 Substrate Effects 
Growth is highly substrate dependent[12], [18], [19], [65], [66]. Oxides are the most 
common substrate materials for CVD because they have been found to enable, enhance, or 
improve the growth of carbon nanotubes compared to other materials [48], [62], [65–70]. Some 
examples are SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, and TiO2[59], [64], [65], [68], [71]. Interactions between the 
substrate and catalyst can be physical, electronic, and/or chemical in nature. CNT can be grown 
on conductive substrates but this is generally less effective than on insulating ceramics[17], [39], 
[59]. A buffer layer of Ti or Al between an iron or nickel catalyst layer and the substrate can also 
increase nanotube yield
 
[68]. Metallic buffer layers can help protect the catalyst, improve 
adhesion, and increase electrical and thermal transport to and from the substrate [72]. Again, the 
effectiveness of a buffer layer is strongly substrate and catalyst dependent. 
As mentioned, various forms of silicon oxide are commonly used substrates and MWNT 
generally show good adhesion with silica[72]. Silica substrates are often flat wafers (commonly 
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oxidized silicon)[18], [51], [73] but some work has been done to grow CNT inside porous 
silica[8]. 
When using silicon wafers to grow CNT, an outer layer of silica has been shown to be 
necessary[18], [49], [74]. Without the SiO2 layer, the metal defuses into the silicon to form metal 
silicides at the temperatures necessary to grow nanotubes[74]. The silicide compounds preclude 
the formation of carbides and thus poison the reaction[49]. Silica acts as a diffusion barrier, and 
thus a minimum thickness is required[18], [74]. The CNT are found to grow faster as the 
thickness of the silica is increased up to some limit (maximum benefit from epitaxial silica is 
found from thicknesses near 30 nm)[18]. 
An oxide coating may not be absolutely necessary to grow carbon nanotubes onto graphitic 
materials but a buffer layer between the substrate and transition metals has been shown to be 
advantageous[12], [17], [33], [67], [75]. Several oxides (including Al2O3, MgO, silica and TiO2) 
can be used as an effective buffer layer as previously mentioned. Silica is chosen as the buffer 
layer in this study because there is already a well established technique for growing SiO2 
nanolayers on the surface of porous and uneven graphitic substrates [33]. This method of 
fabricating silica thin films on graphitic surfaces is simple, scalable, and known to be effective; 
therefore an ideal starting point for this study.  
This chapter focuses on experimentally determining important growth variables to control 
the fabrication of hierarchical carbon structures composed of carbon nanotubes attached onto 
silica coated porous graphitic substrates.  
 
  




Carbon nanotubes were grown by CVD onto porous substrates using a floating catalyst 
CVD with ferrocene and xylene in an Ar/H2 atmosphere. The primary goal was to grow 
nanotubes over uneven and porous graphitic surfaces as this had not previously been done. 
Graphitic foams are the primary substrate, but highly oriented pyrolytic graphite is used as a 
model substrate for comparison. Nanotubes were also grown over silica coated metallic 
substrates (Cu and 1018 steel) to see if this process could be transferred onto other conductive 
materials.  
2.2.1 Preparing Graphitic Foams 
Foam samples are rough cut using a band saw or razor knife depending on the final size. 
Samples are then sanded down to final dimensions using 600 grit sandpaper and calipers. 
Maximum tolerance from given dimensions is ±0.1 mm at all points. Carbon dust is removed 
with a vacuum. 
 
2.2.2 Silica Coating 
The details of the three stages in the silica coating process were given in section 1.5.3. 
The recipe for each stage is the same as that published by Dr. Pulikollu [31–35] but the ordering 
of the stages is altered. Stage 3 chemically stabilized the ratio of Si:O at 1:2. It was later found 
that coating times greater than 5 minutes needed to repeat stage 3 after every 5 minutes of stage 
2. This chemically stabilizes the silica throughout. Thus a 20 minute coating has the following 
procedure: stages 1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3. This alteration was needed because thicker silica 
coatings were found to be desirable for nanotube fabrication as will be discussed. 
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The silica coating on the foams was always done twice, once from each side. Unless 
otherwise stated, the KFOAM sheets were coated with silica for 15 minutes on one side, flipped 
over, and then coated for 15 minutes from the other side. On the second side, stage 1 was omitted 
and replaced with stage 3 which is shorter and has lower microwave power. This stage 3 was just 
to reheat the surface and desorb any gasses that attached while the foam sample was exposed to 
air. 
 
2.2.3 Chemical Vapor Deposition of Carbon Nanotubes 
After silica coating, carbon nanotubes were grown onto these substrates in a two stage 
CVD reactor shown in Figure 2. It consists of an 80cm long two stage tube furnace using a 
mullite tube with an inner diameter of 3.2 cm. Each stage is 40 cm in length. The first stage of 
the CVD is used to heat the ferrocene/xylene solution prior to injection. The solution is held in a 
stainless steel syringe outside the furnace at room temperature. The solution is injected 30 cm 
down into the first stage of the furnace using a stainless steel tube (OD 0.018”, ID 0.01”, wall 
thickness 0.004”). Temperature in the first stage increases approximately linearly up to the 
injection point (~50°C at the end cap). 
The second stage of the CVD furnace is heated to the growth temperature for carbon 
nanotube fabrication. The “hot zone” of the second stage is approximately 20 cm long and 
located in the center of the 40 cm long second stage. Samples are placed (using a 1 mm thick 
GrafTech GraFoil boat) directly in the center of the “hot zone” which is 60 cm from the gas inlet 
and 30 cm from the solution injection point.  
The final dimensions of the graphitic substrates were selected based on results and 
applications for different sections in this project. Suitable deposition conditions were developed 
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using thin sheets of foam. Several shapes and sizes were tested. The thickness chosen for this 
section was 2mm thick because that made the foam 4-5 pores across. The sheets were cut in the 
band saw to be 7.5 cm × 3.5 cm × 3-4mm. They were then sanded to 2 mm thick before the silica 
coating. After silica coating, the rectangular sheet was cut down to an oval using a template. The 
final dimensions of the oval were 5.5 × 3.0 cm at the widest points. A 0.5 cm deep V-shaped 
notch was cut into one end on the longer axis (5.5 cm in length). 
Once cut to size, specimens were supported in the CVD tube at a 33° angle using a steel 
prop with the notched end upstream to the gas flow and touching the top of the furnace tube. 
Figure 2 illustrates the placements described for the two stage CVD system used to grow carbon 
nanotubes on the 2 mm thick foam slices which were used to select the final CVD settings. 
Figure 2: Schematic of Two Stage CVD System for CNT Growth 
 
Once samples were positioned in the reactor, a measured solution of ferrocene (C10H10Fe) 
dissolved in xylene (C6H4C2H6) was injected into a flowing gas mixture of argon and hydrogen. 
The substrates were heated to the growth temperature and subjected to deposition for specific 
times (typically 30 minutes for 2 mm thick slices). After the allotted time, samples were allowed 
to cool below 50°C in argon (300 cc/min) before removal from the CVD. 
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SEM images of the nanotube layer over the 2mm slices were used to select growth 
settings for the CVD. Images were collected in secondary mode (magnifications of 100x, 2000x, 
and 20,000x) at 3 spots each from the front, back, and interior pores. The foam structure 
commonly allows SEM imaging into connected pores at depths of around 1 mm (2 pores down). 
Thus regions from most interior pores can be viewed from either the top or bottom of a 2mm 
thick sample. CVD settings were selected based on two competing criteria: maximizing the 
growth of carbon nanotubes on the interior pore walls while minimizing the amount of 
nanoparticle impurities over the entire surface. 
 
2.2.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Carbon Nanotube Layer 
 
XPS survey and elemental scans were taken of the CNT layer grown over HOPG at two 
different growth times; scans were taken after 40 minutes of CVD and after 5 minutes of CVD. 
Carbon 1s and iron 2p peaks were fit using a Shirley background. Oxygen 1s and silicon 2p 
peaks were fit using a linear background. 
 
2.2.5 Silica Coating over CNT 
Silica is grown over the nanotubes using a modified microwave plasma chemical vapor 
deposition process. Oxygen was replaced by Ar and coating time with HMDSO is reduced to 60 
seconds (stage 2). 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Factors Influencing CNT Fabrication  
 
The final fabrication process has been selected for maximum growth of long, straight CNT 
with low particle content on the given grade of foam. The first critical task was identifying the 
relevant experimental variables and process conditions which needed to be controlled to enable 
consistent growth of high purity carbon nanotubes in this particular CVD system. These can be 
classified into four categories (i) Composition of Furnace Gas (ii) Ferrocene –Xylene (Precursor) 
parameters, (iii) Furnace Temperatures and (iv) Silica Pre-coating.   
 
2.3.1.1 Composition of the Gas 
 
The composition of the growth atmosphere is a key component in any CNT fabrication 
process. The two gases used in this system are Ar and H2. The primary purpose of using Ar here 
is to minimize the presence of oxygen in the system. As such, it was found that the Ar needed to 
be flowing in the system long enough to purge the furnace of most O2 before heating the 
chamber. Five minutes was found to be sufficient. Oxygen can cause two problems in this 
specific system. The first problem is that oxygen rapidly degrades the carbon substrates and 
carbon nanotubes at temperatures over 400°C. The second problem is that oxygen rapidly reacts 
with iron nanoparticles to form stable oxides which are non-catalytically active for growing 
CNT. Argon gas was used at flow rates of 400, 500, 600, 700, and 850 cc/min in this system. 
Formation of nanoparticles on the surface of the nanotubes was higher for 700 cc/min and 850 
cc/min Ar flow. Formation of nanotubes was seen to decrease when the flow rate was reduced 
from 500 cc/min to 400 cc/min Ar. No significant change was noticed between 500 and 600 
cc/min so the lower value was selected to reduce consumption. 
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The hydrogen gas has several purposes in this system. The first purpose is to reduce any 
iron oxides that form. At the growth temperature (750°C), the Gibbs free energy of formation for 
Fe2O3 is very close to that of H2O. The processes of formation, evaporation, and removal of the 
H2O are thus expected to ensure the preferential existence of metallic Fe nanoparticles rather 
than oxides as long as the concentration of H2 is several orders of magnitude higher than the 
concentration of O2.  
This was demonstrated by replacing research grade Ar (>99.999% purity) with industrial 
grade Ar (>99.98% purity) in the CVD. The primary contaminant in purified Ar gas is O2. No 
measurable difference in weight, chemical composition, or structure was found between samples 
based on the purity of the Ar gas. This was a useful finding because it enabled us to completely 
switch fabrication to using industrial grade Ar which is less than 20% the price of the research 
grade. The change reduces the annual cost of running the CVDs by over $1500 at current prices. 
 The second purpose of the H2 gas is to facilitate the growth kinetics of the carbon 
nanotubes[50], [76]. Two properties of the hydrogen gas affect the growth kinetics. Hydrogen 
slows the growth process by selectively etching amorphous carbons, and H2 has a higher thermal 
conductivity than Ar [77]. Many ferrocene based CVD systems, including this one, will not grow 
high purity CNT without the presence of H2 in the gas [60]. Figure 3a shows that few nanotubes 
are present on the sample grown with 4% hydrogen. Figure 3b shows that samples grown 
without hydrogen are coated with mixed carbon and iron nanoparticles and even fewer 
nanotubes. 
Hydrogen flow rates of 0, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cc/min were tested with the 500 cc/min 
Ar flow rate. This is equivalent to 0%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12% hydrogen concentration by 
volume. Increasing H2 concentration from 0% to 10% steadily increased the nanotube growth 
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while decreasing nanoparticle deposition. Further increasing the H2 to 12% was seen to slow the 
rate of nanotube growth in this system. Nanoparticle content may also have been reduced but 
more testing would be needed to verify this. The CVD setting for H2 was chosen to be 50 cc/min 
(10% hydrogen by volume), because the levels of CNT and nanoparticle formation were deemed 
acceptable for the chosen thermal application.  
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Figure 3: CNT growth with Reduced Hydrogen Concentration 
CVD on graphitic foam with 4% H2 by volume displays few nanotubes on the surface. CVD on graphitic foam 
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2.3.1.2 Ferrocene/Xylene Solution: Flow Rate and Concentration 
 
The flow rate of the ferrocene/xylene solution was selected based on the surface area of 
the substrate. The flow rate was selected at 3 mL/hr for HOPG and 4 mL/hr for the 2mm thick 
foam slices.  
The ratio of ferrocene to xylene in the precursor solution determines the ratio of Fe:C 
atoms in the CVD gas. Each mol of ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2)  has 1 mol of Fe, 10 mol of C, and 10 
mol of H atoms. Each mol of xylene (C6H4(CH3)2) has 8 mol C and 10 mol H atoms. The 
maximum solubility of ferrocene in xylene at room temperature is about 7.5-8 mol% or 12-13 
wt% [78]. Since ferrocene is a solid and xylene is a liquid at 20°C, this equates to a maximum 
solubility of about 0.12g of ferrocene per 1 mL xylene. This means that the maximum Fe:C 
atomic ratio in solution is about 1:100 (~4 wt% Fe) for using only ferrocene dissolved in xylene.  
However, one of the original reasons for using the silica is that it increases the percentage 
of the iron which attaches onto the substrates [33]. Since the silica traps the iron so efficiently, it 
was found that using the maximum concentration of ferrocene in the xylene resulted in an 
overabundance of FeNP on the surface of the silica and all over the CNT, as shown in Figure 4. 
The concentration of ferrocene in the solution was reduced to see if higher purity 
nanotubes could thus be grown. This is highly desirable in order to avoid the necessity of post 
processing purification of the nanotubes grown inside the pores. The concentrations of ferrocene 
were initially reduced by 50% to determine the lowest ratio that would not reduce CNT growth 
(0.06, 0.03, 0.015, and then 0.008 g/mL). Reduced nanotube growth was seen for the 0.008 
concentration. Concentration was then increased from 0.008 g/mL by 0.002 g/mL at each step 
(0.010 and 0.012 g/mL). 
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Figure 4: Iron Oxide Nanoparticles on the Surface of the Carbon Nanotubes 
Nanotubes show excessive amounts of iron nanoparticles after fabrication when using a 0.12g/mL concentration of 
ferrocene in xylene. 
 
 
It was found that the concentration could be reduced to 0.012 g/mL (10% solubility limit) 
without any measurable decrease in number of CNT grown on HOPG. The concentration of 
ferrocene was further reduced for growing the nanotubes inside porous foam substrates. The 
internal pores were seen to continue attracting an overabundance of Fe nanoparticles due to 
confinement effects. Thus ferrocene concentration was selected based on substrate geometry 
with a concentration of 0.012 g/mL chosen for HOPG and a concentration of 0.010 g/mL for 
foam. 
Figure 5 shows the EDS data from a sample of CNT grown on silica coated HOPG with 
0.012 g/mL solution. It is seen that the iron concentration in the nanotube layer is about 4 wt%. 
This is important because it is comparable to the reported residual catalyst content in purified 
multi-walled nanotubes from other systems[79]. Since the solution was 0.4 wt% Fe, the iron 
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atoms are 10x more likely to adhere to the substrate than the C atoms over the course of a 20 
minute CVD. However, as will be discussed in section 2.3.1.4, plentiful numbers of Fe catalysts 
are deposited within the first few minutes of the CVD. It is likely that the purity of the nanotube 
layer can be further increased by switching to 100% xylene after the first 5 minutes.  
Figure 5: EDS Quantification of CNT Layer 
EDS of CNT on HOPG show a very low concentration (4 wt%) of catalyst metal after CVD growth 
  
 
2.3.1.3 Furnace Temperatures 
 
Multiwalled carbon nanotubes have been grown on silica coated graphitic substrates 
between 725-850°C in this system. No nanotubes are grown at 700°C. Increasing the substrate 
temperature causes faster nanotube growth but also increases the Fe content and number of 
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structural defects in the CNT (see Figure 6). Highly kinked and bamboo-like nanotubes with 
internal capping become the dominant nanotube structure at high temperatures. This is consistent 
with previous results [19]. 
Figure 6: CNT Grown on Foam at 850°C 
Nanotubes grown at higher temperatures are short and have large numbers of defects, bending, and internal capping. 
 
 
The injection temperature refers to the temperature of the furnace at the location where 
the ferrocene/xylene solution is injected into the Ar/H2 gas flow. This is not the same thing as the 
solution temperature as the solution temperature is not known. This is a very important point to 
note when setting up a new CVD. The solution temperature at injection significantly affects 
kinetics in the gas and thus the efficiency with which CNT are grown. 
Xylene is a clear liquid at room temperature and has a boiling point of 138°C. Ferrocene 
is an orange solid at room temperature, which sublimes around 140°C and begins decomposing 
by 180°C [37], [38]. The injection temperature needs to be hot enough that the ferrocene/xylene 
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solution vaporizes upon release from the steel tube. The window between vaporization and 
decomposition is approximately 35°C as estimated from the boiling/sublimation and 
decomposition temperatures of the components.  
When the solution is injected at too low of a temperature, it leaves the tube as a liquid 
and some droplets impact on the furnace wall (injection temperature ≤180°C, solution 
temperature estimated at ~140°C). These decompose and form non-reactive nanoparticles which 
can then be deposited on the substrate, significantly decreasing growth rates and sample purity. 
When the solution is heated too high, the ferrocene can begin decomposing while confined inside 
the steel tube (injection temperature ≥240°C, solution temperature estimated at ~175°C). This 
will spray the substrate with non-reactive nanoparticles as shown in Figure 7, and in some cases, 
this reaction has blocked the end of the steel tube with iron deposits and prematurely ended the 
CVD. In this CVD system, these problems do not occur for injection temperatures between 190-
210°C which are estimated to correspond to solution temperatures around 150-170°C based on 
the boiling/sublimation and decomposition temperatures of the components.  
However, just being inside the 190-210°C window was not found to be sufficient to 
produce the best growth. Within this window, a higher injection temperature caused more 
nanotubes to grow at the substrate. This is likely caused by improved reaction kinetics at the 
growth zone due to the higher precursor solution temperature. Thus for the 3.2 cm inner diameter 
CVD furnace used here, best result were obtained using an injection temperature of 210±3°C. 
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Figure 7: CNT Coated with FeNP from Elevated Solution Injection Temperature 
CNT grown with elevated injection temperature (240°C) showing A) high numbers of FeNP on the surface seen in 
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2.3.1.4 Silica Coating Effects 
 
The influence of the silica buffer layer on nanotube growth is very obvious when 
comparing coated and uncoated cellular foams. Electron microscope analysis shows that 
untreated carbon foam samples have very sparse CNT growth.  On the other hand, those treated 
with silica show abundant CNT. The effects of the silica buffer layer are best demonstrated using 
HOPG so as to rule out localized effects from the uneven surface.  
Figure 8 shows HOPG and silica coated HOPG with CNT grown in the CVD at the same 
time (40 min CVD). CNT grown directly onto the HOPG have sparse growth, high particle 
content, wide distribution of CNT diameters (5-100+ nm), and clustering of the nanotubes. CNT 
grown onto silica coated HOPG show uniform growth with low particle content, small size 
distribution, and no clustering. 
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Figure 8: CNT Growth on HOPG with and without Silica Buffer Layer 
CNT grown on A) bare HOPG show sparse growth and clustering, with B) significant amounts of nanoparticles and 
large variations in CNT diameter seen at higher magnification C) CNT grown on silica coated HOPG uniformly 
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Catalyst distribution on the surface can be determined by backscatter FESEM analysis 
during initial stages of CVD, before the substrate is covered with the nanotube forest. This 
snapshot in time during initial stages is also used to compare CNT densities on the two substrates 
while the CNT can be counted individually (before the nanotubes become long and inter-twined). 
Figure 9a shows the distribution of FeNP deposited after 5 min of CVD onto HOPG 
while figure 9b shows the distribution of FeNP deposited onto silica coated HOPG at the same 
time. This was obtained in the backscatter mode to maximize contrast between the Fe and the C. 
Through analysis of a large number of these types of images, average densities and sizes of 
catalyst particles trapped per unit area on the surface can be determined (Table 4). It is seen that 
the number of catalytic particles formed on the surface is increased by over an order of 
magnitude due to the presence of the silica layer. It is also seen that these particles are smaller, 
and more uniform in size and distribution. This implies that the silica functional groups help 
increase the adsorption rate of Fe nanoparticles. It is also suggested that once attached, the 
nanoscale particles stay anchored in place rather than migrate on the surface to form larger 
clusters. This is reasonable in light of earlier observations that silica groups enhance the bond 
strength between graphite and other materials including metals[80].    
Early stages of growth can reveal several key aspects of the process. After five minutes of 
CVD, when the number of FeNP was compared in backscatter mode, the number of visible 
nanotubes could also be compared using secondary mode images. Since these numbers are small, 
many regions were imaged; the averages are shown in Table 4. As can be seen, the number of 
CNT growing per unit area on silica-coated samples is over three orders of magnitude higher 
than that on untreated surfaces. Also noteworthy is the observation that the nanotubes grown on 
silica coated samples are proportional in diameter to the average Fe catalyst size, whereas those 
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grown on untreated graphite tend to have higher irregularity. This is consistent with the 
variations in diameter previously shown in figure 8b. 
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Figure 9: FeNP Deposited on HOPG with and without Silica Buffer Layer 
Backscattered mode shows iron nanoparticles on A) bare graphite and B) silica coated graphite at same 








If nanotube density is expressed as a fraction of catalyst density on the surface, one can 
get a clear idea of the effectiveness of catalysts formed on each surface. For untreated graphitic 
surfaces, significantly less than 1% of iron nanoparticles appear to nucleate and grow nanotubes, 
whereas for silica-functionalized surfaces, over 10% of FeNP nucleate nanotube growth after 
five minutes. This result clearly indicates that the silica functional groups not only make the 
surface more reactive for trapping transition metal catalysts and immobilizing them, but also 
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2.3.2 Final Microstructure of Hierarchical Cellular Material 
 
As mentioned earlier, the final process was selected based on maximum growth of long, 
straight CNT with low defects. Nanotubes in the final selected process average about 15 ±5 nm 
in diameter. The total wall thickness is about ¼ of the diameter and given the spacing between 
graphite layers (0.335 nm along the basal plane), that equals about 15-25 walls. Most of the CNT 
are straight and hollow (~90%) but other structures (helical, bamboo, and iron filled CNT) are 
present and the frequency of these structures can be increased by altering the growth parameters. 
Higher magnification images of CNT growth (see Figure 10) indicates dense inter-twining with 
no particular orientation preferred. The lack of orientation is expected since the substrate is 
uneven, resulting in numerous possible growth directions. 
Figure 10: CNT Layer using Selected Settings 
CNT growth is dense and inter-twining with no particular orientation preferred.  
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Figure 11 shows the transmission mode images of CNT clusters closer to the substrate. 
Several types of CNT and metal catalysts can be seen: nanotubes with metal catalysts at tip 
indicating “tip growth mechanism”, others closed off with graphene layer which could indicate 
“base growth”, at least in the later stages. In some instances, interior regions along the length are 
partially filled with transition metal confined inside the nanotube walls. It is suggested from 
earlier discussions in the literature[80–85] that tip or base growth mechanism depends upon 
several factors such as the relative size and surface energy of the catalyst, bond strength between 
the catalyst and substrate compared to that of the carbon and substrate, as well as feed gas 
chemistry. On uneven and cellular substrates, localized faceting and surface energy variations are 
expected, presenting an additional variable. Therefore a combination of both types of growth is 
not surprising.  
Some CNTs have metal nanoparticles attached to the outside, but these do not seem to grow 
any additional nanotubes. This is in agreement with earlier works[51]. It can be seen that these 
external metal particles are faceted (arrow in Figure 11b), as expected from oxidized crystalline 
nanoparticles. On the other hand, those trapped inside the tubes, at junctions, and extruding at 
tips are not faceted, suggesting that they were frozen from a molten state (arrow in Figure 11a). 
This leads credence to the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism of unidirectional structure 
growth[86], often applied to nanotubes. According to this model, the liquid phase of the catalyst 
absorbs the carbon from the vapor, gets supersaturated, then precipitates the carbon along some 
vector as a solid product (nanotube in this case). The bulk melting temperature of iron is much 
higher than the CVD processing temperature, but some nano-sized particles will melt at lower 
temperatures. This is especially true for particles confined to nanoscale tubular regions (inside 
carbon casing) where excessive interfacial energies may be involved[87].   
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Figure 11: STEM of FeNP Shape and CNT Structure 
TEM images of CNT grown onto cellular foam showing A) unfaceted FeNP catalysts in CNT tips B) randomly 
oriented CNT with faceted external FeNP and unfaceted interior iron nanoparticles, C) CNT with large numbers of 
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2.3.3 Surface Chemistry of Carbon Nanotubes 
 
High resolution XPS survey and elemental scans were taken of HOPG samples with and 
without a silica buffer layer immediately after CNT growth. XPS is from the samples shown in 
figures 8a-8d. Figure 12 shows the overlaid XPS scans from these samples; CNT grown on silica 
is in gold and on bare HOPG in red (not sure if color will show up in copies). The Fe 2p signal is 
worth noting: There is a small reduced iron peak at 706.9 eV from both samples representing 
catalysts in the tips of nanotubes and carbon coated FeNP, but most of the iron signal is from 
oxidized nanoparticles sitting on the surface of the CNT (710.9 eV).  
The reduced iron signal is primarily attributed to carbon coated FeNP because 
nanoparticles of Fe immediately develop an oxide layer upon exposure to atmosphere (~3 nm 
thick)[88]. The oxidized components are nanoparticles that were sitting on outer carbon 
nanotubes, which are oxidized when removed from CVD to be transferred through ambient 
atmosphere into XPS chamber.  The reduced iron signal represents both metallic iron and iron 
carbides since their binding energies are too similar to differentiate from such a small signal. 
No chemical difference was seen after the full CVD since these are signals from the outer 
tips of nanotube forest, and not from the underlying substrate. In order to study the chemical 
states of the substrate,  XPS scans were thus taken on time interrupted samples (before the 
surface is completely shadowed by CNT forest) to understand the chemical role that the silica 
buffer layer has on the catalysis of carbon nanotubes. Preparation and settings for the CVD were 
identical but growth was interrupted after 5 minutes. Figure 13 shows the XPS survey scan and 
elemental fine scans of the growth interrupted CVD. The HOPG with a silica buffer layer is 
again shown in gold; bare HOPG is again red. 
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Of particular note is the fine scan of the Fe 2p peaks in figure 13e. Total the iron catalyst 
content at the surface is much higher with the silica buffer layer. Moreover, the reduced 
component of iron at 706.9 eV (corresponding to Fe coated with carbon) is now nearly half of 
the total signal compared to Fe2p on surfaces without silica coating (expand this peak to show 
components). Developing a carbon shell is a necessary step in the VLS catalysis of a carbon 
nanotube, so it appears that the silica buffer layer is both attracting more FeNP and enabling their 
catalysis of CNT. 
All results in this chapter indicate that the silica is strongly affecting the deposition of 
FeNP and increasing their catalysis of carbon nanotubes. However, the mechanisms causing 
these effects are not clearly understood. Therefore, it was decided that a series of growth 
interrupted studies would be done to statistically measure the number of FeNP and CNT and 
relate these to the surface chemistry and the thickness of the silica buffer layer. This will be 
discussed further in Chapter Three. 
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Figure 12: XPS Scans after CVD Growth on HOPG with and without Silica 
XPS scans of CVD grown nanotubes on HOPG with (gold) and without (red) silica pre-coating after CVD growth. 
A) Overlaid general scans of the coated and uncoated samples show identical chemical states and no visible silica 
interface. Elemental fine scans of B) the O 1s peaks, C) C 1s peaks, and D) Fe 2p peaks also show no significant 
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Figure 13: XPS Scans of Growth Interrupted CVD (5 Min) 
XPS scans of CVD grown nanotubes on HOPG with (gold) and without (red) silica pre-coating after interrupted 
CVD growth. A) Overlaid general scans of the coated and uncoated samples show significant differences in the 
chemical states of the two samples soon after growth is initiated. Elemental fine scans of B) the C 1s peaks, C) Si 2p 
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2.3.4 Special Concerns with Cellular Graphitic Substrates 
There are additional concerns specific to CNT growth on porous cellular substrates compared 
to regular geometries. One of them is uniformity of deposition. Figure 14 illustrates the drop off 
in nanotube formation through descending pores.   
Another concern is the non planar geometry along the pore walls leads to variations in the 
graphitic orientations, and this affects silica deposition on the foam. Figure 15 shows an area of 
an internal pore where two different graphitic alignments meet. The surface activity of the 
graphite is much higher for crystal planes that are perpendicular to the surface as opposed to 
parallel due to the terminated carbon bonds. The area on the right in Figure 15 has planes near 
parallel with the surface. The silica attaches poorly to this region compared to that on the 
perpendicular region. This in turn decreases the nanotube yield. 
It must therefore be stressed that comparative studies need to be performed on the same 
grade of foam having similar porosities and graphitization levels.  
















Fe-Fe & Fe-C 
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CVD growth time of 90 minutes will begin to fill the pores with aligned nanotubes until 
all open pores are obscured. Figure 16 shows foam at an early stage of filling the pores where it 
is seen that the nanotubes extending into the interior are growing as extruding “snakes.” Figure 
17 shows the aligned nanotubes completely filling the pores on the front of a foam sample.  
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Figure 14: Variation in CNT growth in Descending Foam Pores 
CNT growth in descending foam pores showing A) high nanotube growth at the outer surface B) no visible 
reduction in nanotube growth 1 mm down from the surface and C) significantly lower nanotube growth in a pore 2 












Figure 15: Effects of Substrate Orientation on Silica and Nanotube Deposition 
Orientation of graphitic planes affects silica deposition and thus CNT growth. Area on the right has graphitic planes 
near parallel to the pore surface as illustrate in the inset diagram. Area in the left corner has graphite planes near 
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Figure 16: CNT in Early Stage of Filling Pores 
CNT can be seen beginning to fill the open volume in the graphitic foam by extending outward as aligned “snakes.” 
 
Figure 17: Graphitic Foam with Pores Filled by CNT 
A) Aligned “snakes” of nanotubes completely obscure the foam pores. B) A small opening from an identifiable pore 
is shown. C) The center of figure 13a is displayed in high magnification to show the aligned nature of the nanotubes. 
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2.3.5 CNT Growth on Other Substrates 
The process for growing nanotubes onto silica coated graphitic surfaces is also 
demonstrated to be effective on other types of substrates including aerospace carbon fibers and 
metallic substrates. One concern with metallic substrates is that they must be able to withstand 
the deposition temperature in the CVD. This eliminates aluminum, but copper and steel are 
possible. The CVD process can also be used to grow nanotubes onto porous oxide foams. Some 
changes to the growth settings may be needed for these additional types of substrates; this only 
demonstrates the feasibility of adapting this process to other materials. Figures 18 shows CNT 
grown on silica coated 1018 steel plate, silica coated Cu TEM grid, and a ceramic sodium-
alumina-silicate foam. 
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Figure 18: CNT Grown on Non-Graphitic Substrates 
CNT are grown on 1018 steel plate and a Cu TEM grid using the same process developed for graphitic materials. 





Cu TEM Grid 




2.3.6 Functionalization of CNT with Silica 
 
Additional functionalization of the hierarchical structures may be necessary for certain 
applications. A thin film of silica over the nanotubes would greatly increase their wettability in 
polar liquids such as water (the as grown hierarchical structures are extremely hydrophobic). 
Several techniques suitable for coating silica onto carbon nanotubes have been reported in the 
literature [27], [89–92]. It was a logical step to explore whether the same process used to grow 
the buffer layer could also grow a silica film over the carbon nanotubes.  
It was quickly seen that using the exact same process was not possible since it removed 
the CNT (see Figure 19). This destruction was attributed to the oxygen plasma step used for pre-
etching the surface. It was found that even 10 seconds of O2 plasma at low microwave power 
was enough to remove nearly all nanotubes. 
Alumina-Silicate Foam 
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Figure 19: Effect of Oxygen Plasma on CNT 
Oxygen plasma is seen to remove or destroy most nanotubes from the surface of the foam in only 10s. 
 
 
This problem was addressed by replacing the O2 gas with industrial grade Ar (99.98%). 
Figure 20 shows silica coated nanotubes on the surface of L1a foam. The process is able to 
produces a good quality of coating on the nanotubes. However, the process was not consistently 
repeatable; only about 25% of coatings were successful, indicating that better control over 
coating parameters is needed.   
Figure 21 shows STEM images of nanotubes from the same CVD batch coated with silica 
using the identical settings. Figure 21a shows the as grown nanotubes after CVD. Figures 21b 
and 21c are given the same silica coating in two separate batches. The nanotubes shown in figure 
21b are coated with silica nanoparticles while those in figure 21c show a complete silica film.  
Detailed optimization of the functional film is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but 
two key variables were identified in this exploratory study: (i) the amount of trace oxygen in the 
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gas, and (ii) the distribution of Fe catalysts within the nanotube forest. It was seen that ultra high 
purity Ar (99.999%) would not grow a silica film, whereas industrial grade (99.98% purity) was 
successful.  This implies that trace amounts of oxygen may be needed and should be monitored 
in the future. The presence of metallic nanoparticles in the microwave plasma environment may 




Figure 20: Silica Coated Carbon Nanotubes 
A modified microwave plasma CVD is successfully used to grow a silica functional layer over the nanotube covered 
graphitic foam. A) Coating covers all visible nanotubes. B) Silica coating is not smooth at the nanoscale. Ripples are 
seen where the underlying carbon nanotube bends. 
 
A 




Figure 21: STEM of Carbon Nanotubes before and after Silica Coating 
STEM images of CNT from the same CVD batch A) before silica coating B) after a silica coating deposits 
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2.4 Summary 
A technique has been developed for fabricating hierarchical carbon nanostructures 
composed of multiwalled carbon nanotubes attached onto the interior surfaces of porous 
graphitic foams. The growth of nanotubes is enabled by pre-coating the pore walls with a silicon 
dioxide buffer layer. Key processing parameters have been identified for controlling the 
structure, growth, and purity of the nanotube layer. Growth settings have been identified for the 
given substrate to provide the longest and densest multiwalled carbon nanotubes combined with 
the least carbon nanoparticle impurities.  
It is found that the silica buffer layer strongly affects the iron nanoparticle catalysts and 
the nanotube layer during CVD growth. It will therefore be beneficial to provide more in depth 
studies on the role that the silica plays in CNT formation. However, a flat model substrate is 
needed for this in order to eliminate local variations. This will be discussed in the next chapter. 
It was noted that this process, with minimal adjustments, is also suitable for growth of 
nanotubes on other substrate materials including steel and copper. It was also found that the 
microwave plasma CVD method of growing silica thin films can be adapted with minimal 
modifications to functionalize the outer wall of carbon nanotubes. These indicate future potential 
for extending these studies. 
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3 Chapter Three: Influence of Silica Buffer Layer 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to understand the role of the silica buffer layer. It was seen 
in section 2.3.5 that the silica buffer layer increased 3 things: the number of FeNP that attached 
to the surface, the uniformity of the FeNP, and the number of CNT that grew per unit area. As 
discussed in section 2.3, the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism for nanotube growth appears to 
best explain the data for this system. The VLS mechanism was originally developed to explain 
the growth of semiconductor whiskers and later found to be applicable to the fabrication of 
carbon fibers and then carbon nanotubes [49], [94–98]. According to the VLS system, carbon 
decomposes on the exterior of the catalyst, dissolves into the liquid transition metal nano-drop, 
forms a super saturated solution, and precipitates a graphitic tube. The catalyst is in a metastable 
state during the growth and returns into a stable state when nanotube growth is terminated[98]. 
CNT growth rates decrease with time and the main theory to explain this is that a diffusion 
barrier forms on the catalyst and terminates growth[99]. However, this model has to date been 
unable to fully explain and predict observed behaviors in nanotube growth [100–102]. 
It is known that the diameter of the catalyst nanoparticles controls the diameter and 
growth rate of carbon nanotubes[56], [101], [103–105]. The activation energy and growth rate 
are both related to the surface area per volume of the catalyst particle[102]. Carbon solubility in 
the catalyst particle increases with increasing surface area and thus decreasing size [106]. 
Melting temperature of catalyst particles also decreases with size [107]. As a general rule, one 
catalyst nanoparticle can only grow one carbon nanotube [98]. Catalyst composition can also 
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affect the growth temperature, diffusion rates, growth rate, morphology, and microstructure of 
the nanotubes[106], [108], [109]. 
The mechanisms of growth become even more complicated when considering substrate 
interactions with supported catalysts in CVD. Various substrates have been shown to interact 
physically, chemically, and/or electronically with transition metal catalysts[18], [20], [67], [110], 
[111]. Some interactions improve catalyst response while others hinder or eliminate catalyst 
activity. A number of oxides have been identified as beneficial supports for CNT catalysis, and 
thin films of these oxides have proven effective as buffer layers between catalysts and non-oxide 
substrates. The most commonly used oxide buffer layers are Al2O3 and SiO2[48], [67], [101], 
[110–113]. These buffers have been shown to enable nanotube growth on substrates which 
adversely chemically react with the metal catalysts, such as silicon and HOPG.  
The effectiveness of these buffer layers has been shown to be thickness dependent. Cao et 
al. demonstrated that a minimum thickness of epitaxial silica (~3.5nm) was needed to enable 
nanotube formation, and that the thickness of the oxide layer influenced the growth rate of CNT 
on SiO2/Si substrates between 700-850°C [18]. It was reported that increasing the thickness of 
the buffer layer improved catalyst activity (CNT growth rate after nucleation), up to a maximum 
thickness of 30 nm of SiO2. This was attributed to the prevention of silicides, which have been 
demonstrated to poison the catalysts [18], [49], [112], [113]. However, using XPS, Simmons et 
al. demonstrated that 4nm of epitaxial silica was sufficient to prevent silicide formation at 900°C 
[74]. 
Similarly, Delzeit et al. demonstrated that a buffer layer of alumina prevented Fe 
catalysts from chemically reacting with HOPG substrates[67]. They also showed that a 10nm 
thick layer of Al2O3 increased production of CNT more than a 1nm layer. 
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Other researchers have suggested that the oxide may be aiding the growth of CNT either 
chemically [101] or by negative charge donation[20]. This would suggest that an oxide layer 
could improve catalyst activity through two distinct mechanisms: by preventing chemical 
interactions with the substrate and by altering electronic densities.  The purpose of this work is to 
understand how the oxide layer selected for this study influences the nanotube growth.  This is 
an amorphous layer of silica deposited by microwave plasma enhanced technique, and is 
expected to be structurally very different from oxides reported in the literature.  To the best of 
our knowledge, this has not been investigated for nanotube growth by any other group.   
3.2 Experimental 
 The base substrates used in this study for deposition of carbon nanotubes are flat highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, 8x5mm). HOPG is coated with a silica nano-layer using 
microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition of hexa-methyl-disiloxane (HMDSO) in O2. 
Deposition of the oxide coating is done using three stages as described in chapter 1: 
1. O2 (99.99%) gas was introduced into the microwave plasma chamber for surface cleaning 
and activation. 
2. O2 (50 ml/min, 60 Pa) and HMDSO (2 ml/min) were introduced at a microwave power of 
250W preselected times. This time is used to control silica thickness and is referred to as 
coating times in the rest of the paper. 
3. O2 carrier gas (50ml/min, 50 Pa) was introduced into the chamber to stabilize the oxide 
coating. 
Coating times were selected after several trial runs; these were 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 
minutes for a total of eight samples (noted as [time]-SiO2, Ex. 20-SiO2 is HOPG with a 20 
minute coating of silica). Coatings times over 5 minutes (10-SiO2, 15-SiO2, & 20-SiO2) repeat 
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stage 3 after every 300s of stage 2. This chemically stabilizes the silica throughout. Thus a 20 
minute coating has the following procedure: stages 1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3. Further details on the 
silica deposition are published elsewhere[31–35].  
All measurements are reported as a function of silica coating time rather than average silica 
thickness throughout this chapter.  Since deposition rate is constant, this is directly proportional 
to silica thickness. 
After the silica layer deposition, samples were transferred to the CVD reactor for nanotube 
deposition. Three different sets of nanotube samples were made and analyzed for the FeNP size, 
density, and CNT density. This was to confirm that the results were repeatable. The first two sets 
of samples were grown in 8 different CVD batches. The third set of samples was grown at the 
same time is a single CVD batch. Data from the third set of samples is presented here because 
batch variations are absent from the statistical distributions. Aspects of production and 
measurement were developed and fine tuned with the first two sets of samples. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, process parameters were selected for purest 
nanotube growth, and maintained constant for this entire study. CVD reaction time of 3 minutes 
was selected to study the HOPG surface at the initial stages of nanotube growth for the entire 
range of silica thicknesses. This snapshot time of 3 minutes was chosen for the CVD because 
shorter times do not show adequate growth for some samples, and longer times allowed CNT 
forests to become entangled on others, making it impossible to accurately count CNT and FeNP.  
All samples compared in this study were coated with nanotubes in the CVD system at the 
same time in order to avoid batch variations. The samples were heated to 750° C in Ar (500 
cc/min) until temperature stabilized. Hydrogen gas (50 cc/min) and a solution of ferrocene in 
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xylene (0.012g/mL at 3 mL/hr) were injected into the furnace for three minutes. The samples 
were allowed to cool in Ar before removal from the furnace. 
 The samples were analyzed using a JEOL 7401F field emission scanning electron 
microscope in secondary and backscatter modes. Ten different random spots were imaged along 
a single line in backscatter mode (magnification 300,000x) for all samples from the 3 minute 
CVD. The backscatter images were used to measure average number and size of FeNP per μm
2
. 
All nanoparticles were counted as iron catalysts if their backscatter contrast was significantly 
brighter than any background features. This distinction ensured that carbon nanoparticles would 
not be counted as catalysts but limited the measurable range of Fe nanoparticles (FeNP). This 
distinction meant that FeNP had to have a diameter greater than 1.3nm to be counted based on 
the resolution of the microscope. 
Ten random spots were imaged in the FESEM along a single line in secondary mode 
(magnification 100,000x) for all samples from the 3 minute CVD. The secondary images were 
used to measure average number of CNT per μm
2
. All linear carbon nanostructures were counted 
as nanotubes if the length was greater than 5 times the width.  
XPS analysis was performed on silica coated HOPG without nanotube growth and on all 
CVD samples to produce a before and after comparison of the chemical states at the surface. 
XPS scans were taken using a Kratos Axis Ultra using the mono-Al Kα x-rays (1486 eV). Fe 2p 
and C 1s peaks were fit using a Shirley background. Si 2p and O 1s peaks were fit using a linear 
background. Two spots were analyzed per sample with both a survey scan and elemental fine 
scans to check for uniformity.  
Samples were either inserted into the XPS immediately after fabrication or stored in inside 
an evacuated desiccator to minimize contamination. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
Silica deposition time is directly related to the average thickness of the oxide layer 
covering the graphitic substrate. As mentioned in section 1.5.3, the oxide thickness was 
previously measured after 1 minute of deposition on HOPG and found to be 4 nm thick (ref) with 
a roughness of less than 1 nm. To relate longer deposition times with approximate silica 
thickness, silica was deposited on HOPG for 20 minutes and the thickness was measured at 10 
points. The average thickness after 20 minutes was 71 ± 9 nm. Assuming the deposition of silica 
is constant after the first minute, this gives an average growth rate of 3.5 ± 0.5 nm/min. This can 
be used to convert coating times to average coating thickness. Figure 22 shows the same spot 
from a 20-SiO2 sample after 3 min CVD in (A) backscatter mode and (B) secondary mode for 
comparison. A sampling of the backscatter images that were used to measure FeNP per unit area 
and FeNP diameters are provided in Appendix A. A sampling of the secondary images that were 
used to measure CNT per unit area are provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 22: Backscatter and Secondary Image of 20-SiO2 after 3 min CVD 
The same region of the 20-SiO2 sample is imaged in A) backscatter mode and B) secondary mode to demonstrate 
how the different nanostructures are measured. FeNP show up clearly in backscatter mode where the carbon 
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3.3.1 Fe Nanoparticle Diameter and Number Density 
The average diameter and number density (FeNP per unit area) of the iron nanoparticles 
were measured as functions of the silica coating time in order to quantitatively relate these 
variables with the increase in carbon nanotubes. Table 5 presents these values. The uncertainty 
given in table 5 represents the standard deviation from the mean of the measured values from the 
10 different spots. 
Table 5: Mean Diameter and Number Density of FeNP 
Silica Coating  
Time (min) 
Mean Diameter**  
[µ] (nm) 
Standard Deviation**  
[σ] (nm) 




0 8.3 ± 4.8  (median)  1.3-27 nm (range) 270 ± 90 
1 5.9  ± 1.2 2.7 710 ± 230 
2 4.6  ± 0.6 1.7 940 ± 170 
3 4.4  ± 0.9 2.1 1020 ± 190 
5 4.0  ± 0.5 1.4 1300 ± 260 
10 3.9  ± 0.2 1.2 1930  ± 220 
15 4.2  ± 0.3 1.1 1900  ± 250 
20 3.9  ± 0.3 1.2 2010  ± 430 
 
With silica deposition, the average diameter is seen to decrease as the silica coating is 
made thicker. The distribution of the diameters on the silica coated HOPG is random and follows 
a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean values and standard deviations indicated in the table. 
The distribution of diameters on the bare HOPG was not a normal distribution; values were 
skewed towards larger diameters. The median diameter and total range of FeNP diameters is 
given instead; on bare HOPG the median is 8.3 ± 4.8 nm and sizes range from 1.3 to 27 nm. This 
is consistent with Fe mobility and agglomeration into large nanoparticles. Figure 23 shows the 
mean diameter as a function of silica coating time. In general, the size and variation of the 
nanoparticles is seen to decrease as the silica buffer layer gets thicker. This demonstrates that the 
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catalysts are getting more uniform. Diameters for silica coating times of 10 minutes or more are 
statistically equivalent within the accuracy of the measurements. 
Figure 23: Mean Diameter of FeNP as a Function of Silica Coating Time (3 min CVD) 
 
 
The number density of Fe nanoparticles is defined here as the average number occurring 
per unit area. As the silica thickness increases and the average diameter of the FeNP decreases, 
the number density of FeNP increases. Table 5 gives the mean number density of FeNP and the 
standard deviation of the measured values from the mean. Mean FeNP number densities are 
plotted as a function of silica coating time in Figure 24 and empirically fit to predict the number 
density as a function of coating time. 
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The number of nanoparticles is seen to converge to about 2000 FeNP/µm
2
. Density of 
FeNP for silica coating times of 10 minutes or more are statistically equivalent within the 
accuracy of the measurements.  




The surface morphology of iron nanoparticles on bare graphite, without any silica, is 
worth noting. Figure 24 shows a secondary image of an area of the graphite with tracks etched 
into the surface layers (highlighted with arrows) behind larger particles. These tracks are 
completely absent in surfaces with silica coating. It is expected that nanoparticles of Fe are 
liquefied at these deposition temperatures.  It has been pointed out in the past that liquefied iron 
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can decompose and absorb carbon from graphitic substrates [67], [114]. Pure liquid iron has a 
contact angle of θ=50-60° with graphite but iron saturated with carbon does not wet with 
graphite (θ=110-120°) [114]. It is therefore possible that FeNP on bare graphite surfaces will 
dissolve some surface carbon, resulting in decreased wettability, and then roll over the surface 
and coagulate into larger particles. This phenomenon would explain the observed tracks, as well 
as skewed distribution the FeNP diameters on bare HOPG surfaces.   
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3.3.2 Number Density of Carbon Nanotubes as a Function of Silica Deposition Time 
The number density of carbon nanotubes is defined here as the number of CNT which 
grow per square micron. Since one catalyst nanoparticle can grow only one carbon nanotube, this 
is also approximately the number of activated (successful) catalysts per micron squared. The 
term activated catalysts is used to describe any FeNP that has started growing a nanotube.  
Table 6 and figure 26 show the average number of CNT per square micron after 3 
minutes of CVD. Errors given are the standard deviation for the measured values from the 10 
images on each sample. Table 6 also provides the percentage of activated catalysts. This is 
calculated by dividing the number density of CNT by the number density of FeNP. Figure 26 
shows that there are two distinct regions where the silica layer is increasing the percentage of 
activated catalysts. The first region (1-3 min silica coating time, equivalent to 4-10 nm thickness) 
has a distinct increase in CNT number density compared to the uncoated surface, but it is 
independent of silica thickness.  After 3-SiO2, the second region begins where CNT density 
increases steadily with silica thickness until saturation.   
The number density of carbon nanotubes increases by a factor of 20 with a complete 
silica layer (1-SiO2). The percentage of activated catalysts is seen to jump from 0.4% to about 
2.5% while the number of FeNP is seen to nearly triple. The percentage of activated catalysts 
begins increasing again after 3-SiO2, reaching nearly 14% on the 20-SiO2 sample.  
Consider only the last three points in the three min CVD set: 10-SiO2, 15-SiO2, and 20-
SiO2. These last three samples are considered because the FeNP and surface chemistry are 
statistically equivalent across all three. The only measured quantities that are changing between 
these three data points are the number of nanotubes per unit area and the thickness of the silica 
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buffer layer. As such, no clear link is seen here between number density of carbon nanotubes and 
the average diameter/number density of FeNP.  
Table 6: Density of Carbon Nanotubes 




Activated Catalysts (%)  
0 1 ± 1 0.4 
1 18  ± 7 2.5 
2 18 ± 7 1.9 
3 27  ± 9 2.6 
5 71  ± 20 5.5 
10 176  ± 20 9.1 
15 237 ± 33 12.5 
20 277  ± 28 13.8 
 
Figure 26: Number Density of Carbon Nanotubes as a Function of Silica Thickness 
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3.3.3 Surface Chemistry Immediately after Nucleation of CNT 
The surface chemistry is analyzed using XPS for selected silica coating times to correlate 
atomic bonding states with the size and density of FeNP and the CNT density. Each silica 
coating time has one sample for before CVD and one after three minutes of CVD. All samples 
were transferred to the XPS chamber through air, and analyzed without any sputter-cleaning. It is 
common to use Ar
+
 ions to remove surface contaminants prior to XPS analysis of flat model 
surfaces having larger dimensions. However, this is generally not done to uneven surfaces 
having nanoscale features because the features will have shadowing effect on the wider ion 
beam, resulting in significant artifacts. This means that on all XPS data shown here, some 
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amount of atmospheric absorbents are always present, despite very careful handling and storage. 
Each sample was analyzed at two locations with an initial survey scan from binding energies of 
1100 eV to 0 eV to identify all elements present. Each location was further analyzed by taking 
the fine scans of the primary elemental peaks; these are Fe 2p, C 1s, O 1s, and Si 2p. The Fe 2p 
peak is measured with 25 sweeps to improve signal to noise ratio and peak resolution. The other 
three elements are measured with five sweeps since they are comprised of much larger signals.  
Figure 28 shows the survey scan and processed fine scans from one location on the 20-
SiO2 sample after CVD. Peaks for all samples and locations are fit with synthetic components 
representative of electron bonding states.  
The Fe 2p peaks are divided into five synthetic components. These represent the 3/2 and 
1/2 electron spin states in the 2p orbital for both the reduced and oxidized states. The fifth 
component is an oxide satellite peak located at about 719 eV. The area ratios between associated 
2p 3/2 and 1/2 orbitals are fixed at 2:1. The oxygen 1s peaks are divided into three components 
representing silica, iron oxide, and surface contaminants on the carbon. The carbon peaks have 
one synthetic component representing sp
2
 hybridization. The silicon peaks have one component 
for silica. Table 7 gives the approximate locations for synthetic peak decomposition. The 
standardized component shapes, binding energies, and area ratios are consistently used to fit the 
elemental fine scan in both locations on all 16 samples analyzed. 
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Table 7: Synthetic Component Binding Energies  
Bonding State Binding Energy (eV) 
C-C 284.5 
Fe-O 3/2 711.1 
Fe-O 1/2 724.5 
Fe 1/2 720.0 
Fe 3/2 706.7 






Figure 28: XPS of CNT on Thick Silica Layer 
XPS data for one location on 20-SiO2 sample after CVD growth of CNT showing (A) survey scan of elements and 
fine scans of (B) Fe 2p, (C) O 1s, (D) Si 2p, (C) and C 1s peaks. Background fit and synthetic components 
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From the processed XPS spectra, the composition of the surface is measured as a function 
of silica coating time and CVD growth time. Tables 8 and 9 give the composition as a function 
of silica coating time before and after CVD respectively. 
On the pre-CVD samples, the atomic percent of carbon is seen to decrease as the silica 
time increases. It stabilizes at about 5 at% C for coating times longer than three minutes of silica. 
A fraction of this carbon is indicative of residual methyl groups from the HMDSO used to 
fabricate the silica but most is surface contamination from exposure to atmosphere[32], [33]. The 
silica and oxygen at% are seen to increase as the coating thickness increases. After three minutes 
of CVD, the carbon content at the surface has jumped by about 20%. This is an important result 
because the nanotubes only cover a small percent of the surface after 3 minutes (see Figure 22 on 
pg 76). Atomic concentration at the surface as a function of silica coating time and CVD growth 
time is shown in Figures 29-32. 
The iron content at the surface increases three fold with the silica coating compared to the 
bare HOPG and then increases another 30% between the 5-SiO2 and 10-SiO2 samples. See table 
9 and Figure 32. 
Table 8: Surface Atomic Concentrations before CVD 
Silica Coating Time C at% Si at% O at% Fe at% 
0 96.6 0.0 3.4 0 
1 21.8 19.8 58.4 0 
2 11.3 23.9 64.8 0 
3 9.2 25.1 65.7 0 
5 4.9 26.7 68.4 0 
10 5.2 26.4 68.4 0 
15 4.0 26.8 69.2 0 
20 3.3 26.9 69.8 0 
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Table 9: Surface Atomic Concentrations after 3 minutes of CVD 
Silica Coating Time C at% Si at% O at% Fe at% 
0 96.1 0.0 3.6 0.3 
1 41.8 18.1 39.3 0.8 
2 29.5 23.4 46.2 0.9 
3 24.4 25.4 49.2 1.0 
5 22.0 27.1 50.1 0.8 
10 26.4 26.9 45.5 1.2 
15 25.7 26.9 46.0 1.4 
20 24.1 28.6 46.0 1.3 
 
 
Figure 29: Carbon Content at the Interface as a Function of Silica Coating Time 
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Figure 30: Silicon Content at the Interface as a Function of Silica Coating Time 
 
Figure 31: Oxygen Content at the Interface as a Function of Silica Coating Time 
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Figure 32: Total Iron Content at the Interface as a Function of Silica Coating Time 
 
 
 As mentioned, all samples were removed from CVD, and transferred into XPS through 
air. It is therefore expected that any nanoparticle of iron that is exposed to the environment is 
oxidized to iron oxide, and supported by the fact that most of the detectable iron peak is from 
oxidized iron. Therefore, the chemical state of nano-catalyst particles inside the CVD cannot be 
conclusively monitored here. The reduced iron peak arises from iron particles trapped inside a 
carbon layer which can passivate the surface; these can be from metallic iron, Fe-C complexes, 
or both, since they cannot be differentiated by XPS.  
Table 10 and Figure 33 show the fraction of reduced iron in the Fe 2p signal as a function 
of silica coating time. Note that the fraction of the signal representing the reduced Fe component 
is largest for the 0-SiO2 sample even though this grew the least CNT. As previously discussed in 
chapter 2, the reduced iron signal is primarily attributed to carbon coated FeNP because 
nanoparticles of Fe immediately develop an oxide layer upon exposure to atmosphere (~3 nm 
thick)[88]. FeNP with diameters less than or equal to about 6 nm should thus be fully oxidized 
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upon exposure to air. As shown in table 5, the last three samples (10-SiO2, 15-SiO2, and 20-SiO2) 
have normal distributions of FeNP diameters with mean values (µ) of about 4.0 nm and standard 
deviations of about σ = 1.2 nm. This means that over 95% of measured FeNP are below 6 nm in 
diameter for these three samples (2.0 nm = 1.67σ). Most of the reduced signal is thus expected to 
come from protected FeNP (carbon coated). The reduced iron signal from these three points is 
about 7%. This is consistent with the similarities in FeNP mean diameter and number density 
seen for the last three samples (10-SiO2, 15-SiO2, and 20-SiO2). No clear link is seen here 
between the amount of reduced iron and the percentage of activated catalysts. 
Table 10: Fractional Reduced Iron in Fe 2p Peak  
Silica coating time Reduced Fe Signal  
after 3 min CVD (%) 
0 12.3 
1 6.8  
2 5.9  
3 5.6  
5 6.3  
10 7.0  
15 6.7  
20 6.9  
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Figure 33: Fractional Reduced Iron in Fe 2p Peak 
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3.4 Summary 
The silica layer on the graphite surface has the following effects on the CVD process: it 
reduces the diameter and increases the number density of FeNP while enhancing their catalytic 
activity. Two different regions of increased catalytic activity are measured as a function of silica 
thickness. These indicate two distinct mechanisms by which the silica is increasing the 
percentage of activated catalysts. 
The first mechanism is evidenced by the large jump in CNT density even at small silica 
thicknesses (1-SiO2 to 3-SiO2). This may be due to the fact that the presence of even a small 
amount of silica prevents the FeNP from dissolving the surface carbon, rolling on the surface, 
and agglomerating into oversized particles unsuitable for CNT nucleation. This is seen to cause a 
4-5 fold improvement in the rate of catalyst activation. 
The second mechanism is a function of the silica thickness and begins when silica layer 
thickness exceeds a minimum value (estimated at 10nm in this case). Even when the nano-
catalyst size and density have reached a steady state (about 36 nm thickness) after 10 mins of 
deposition, the nanotube density keeps increasing, indicating further enhancement of catalyst 
activity. This thickness dependent catalyst enhancement may be related to an increased 
electrical/thermal insulation provided by the oxide buffer, but more detailed investigation will be 
needed in future.   
Overall, it can be seen that the silica layer can provide 280 times improvement in CNT 
density within 3 min of CVD. 
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4 Chapter Four: Adhesion, Usable Surface Area, and Thermal Stability of 
CNT/Foam Hierarchical Structures 
4.1 Introduction 
This multi-scale porous structure has shown promise in many applications ranging from 
thermal management and composite toughening to bone growth, bio-sensing, catalysis, and water 
purification[12], [115], [116]. However, for these materials to be deployed in large scale 
industrial products, they need to demonstrate strong bonding with the substrate, significantly 
increased usable surface area, and thermal stability. These properties are evaluated in this 
chapter. 
Strong bonding to the supporting solid is of interest since meaningful improvements in 
multi-component systems can only be realized if the carbon nanotube layer is sufficiently robust. 
There is interest in developing methods to quantitatively measure individual nanotube adhesion 
with a substrate and evaluate the reinforcement from entanglements [117]. However, there are no 
standardized criteria to date for uneven porous substrates such as these, but several qualitative 
studies have been performed as outlined here.  
To better tailor these materials for specific applications, a quantitative measure of the 
usable specific surface area (SSA) is needed. A recent study has measured the specific surface 
area of other hierarchical carbon nanostructures comprising of CNT grown on carbon fiber[1]. 
SSA was found to increase from 0.71 m
2
/g to 2.22 m
2
/g for a 3 fold improvement. This chapter is 
focused on measuring the SSA for hierarchical porous structures having significantly more 
complex geometry, and correlating them with a suitable geometrical and structural model.  
Many envisioned applications will also require additional processing or functionalization 
of the hierarchical materials. The thermal stability of the nanotubes is thus examined in air as a 
guide for potential functionalization processes.  
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4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Adhesion Testing 
 Adhesion of the nanotubes onto the silica was evaluated qualitatively by three different 
methods. The first method was to fracture the foams and examine the broken edges in secondary 
mode and scanning transmission electron mode (STEM) to see where the failure occurred along 
the edge. 
 Ultrasonification of CNT in water was used as the second method. Samples were treated 
in ultrasonic baths for progressively increasing times until they fractured, and the failed surfaces 
were analyzed. Ultrasonification times ranged from 30s to 10 minutes. SEM was used to 
examine the location of the material failure along the edges where CNT had been removed. 
The third method was an adaptation of a standard scotch tape test. This is a common 
technique for the industrial polymers community to test a films adhesion, especially for paints. It 
is traditionally considered a pass/fail test. The sample size for the tape test was 1 cm
2
. 3M scotch 
tape was firmly pressed by hand onto the surface and removed in one swift motion. After the 
tape was removed, 20 spots were imaged in the secondary mode with a high probe current in 
order to charge non-conducting surfaces. Standard phase analysis software was used to calculate 
the average area where the CNT coating had been lost. 
 
4.2.2 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Surface Area Analysis (BET) 
Fabrication of the CNT coated foam was carried out as described in chapter 2. 
Microstructural images are taken using a JEOL 7401F field emission scanning electron 
microscope before surface area analysis. SSA was measured for CNT-attached graphitic foam 
and loose CNT using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method (BET) with a Micromeritics TriStar II 
3020 (V1.03) for N2 BET at 77.3 K with a 20 s equilibration interval. The foam sample was cut 
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into small pieces with a razor blade to fit into the analysis tubes. BET was also performed on 
loose MWNT gathered off the side of the CVD tube (quartz) from our second CVD system using 
a scaled version of the same recipe.  
The full isotherm was recorded from relative pressures of 0.05 to 0.96 then back from 
0.96 to 0.05. BET SSA was calculated using the data between relative pressures of 0.10-0.25. 
Measurements were taken twice (one day apart) without disturbing the samples and the 
difference between the repeated measurements was used to estimate the error. SSA was 
calculated using the slope of the line of relative pressure vs. 1/[Q(Po/P - 1)] where Q is the 
measured quantity of gas absorbed by the sample surface.  
 
4.2.3 Thermal Stability 
Thermal stability of the nanotubes was tested by placing CNT-HOPG samples in a 
furnace in air at a set temperature for 30 minutes. All samples were cut from the same production 
batch. Weight changes were minimal so effects were assessed by watching for damaged or 
decreased nanotubes with SEM. Temperatures were set between 250 °C and 500 °C at 50 °C 
intervals. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Adhesion 
 
The high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes make them vulnerable to pull-out and 
detachment. On untreated graphite substrates, it can be seen that the simple act of cleaning or 
light scratching can cause “shedding” of most nanotubes. On the other hand, the CNT layers on 
silica-treated substrates are quite robust. Figure 34(a) shows the secondary electron image of a 
very thin top layer dangling at the edge of a shattered piece of foam.  It consists of a silica-rich 
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film with nanotubes still attached to it. The same film is shown using transmission electron mode 
in Figure 34(b) to indicate that the peeled layer is thin enough for electron penetration, and that 
the FeNP are confined within this layer. Figure 35 shows a graphite surface where the nanotube 
layer was scratched, peeling off like a carpet, exposing a freshly cleaved graphite surface 
underneath.  
The Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) data in figure 35 supports this: spectrum 
from the detached and dangling part shows the presence of silica and carbon, whereas that from 
the freshly exposed part shows pure carbon and no silica. This implies that the nanotubes are 
well bonded to the silica-treated surface, and it is easier to detach the entire CNT-grafted layer 
rather than pull out individual nanotubes. This is reasonable given the atomic bonds involved. 
Earlier studies between the silica buffer layer and the underlying graphite substrate[33] indicate 
Si-C bonds at the interface, and Si-O bonds within the molecule. The nanotubes are strongly 
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Figure 34: SEM and STEM of Silica Flake with CNT Attached 
a) Secondary Electron Image and  b) Transmission image of peeled up silica layer at same location and 
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Figure 35: EDS at Edge of Silica Buffer Layer 





If the CNT-silica bonds are similar in nature (Si-C bonds at the base of the nanotube) 
these can be quite durable. It is worth comparing the inter-atomic bond energies[118], [119] in 
this system at the substrate-CNT interfacial region. Si-C inter-atomic bond energy is estimated to 
be about 318 kJ/mol, comparable to the C-C covalent bond (~346 kJ/mol) and the Si-O bond 
(~452 kJ/mol). The nanotube substrate bond is therefore much stronger than the interplanar Van 
der Walls bonds between graphitic layers (~3.4 kJ/mole). It is therefore not surprising that in 
most cases, failure is seen through the inter-graphitic layers of the substrate rather than at 
individual nanotubes. 
The CNT on silica coated HOPG samples were tested by ultrasonification in water to see 
how they failed. The length of time before the samples became damaged varied depending on the 
power setting used but the mode of failure was consistent. Low power did not cause damage for 
several minutes; the highest power began removing the CNT in under one minute.  
Figure 36 shows that the nanotubes do not fall off during ultrasonification, instead they 
roll up like an intertwined carpet.  The edge of such a rolled-off layer can be seen in the figure 
along with some of the underlying silica which has been pulled up along with the CNT. In some 
areas, the graphite below the silica layer is also removed. It is clear that the failure from 
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ultrasonification occurs either in the underlying graphite or in the silica, but not between the 
CNT and silica.  
It must be pointed out that the extreme aspect ratio of the nanotubes is expected to create 
large forces at their roots during ultrasonification. These forces appear to shatter the silica or 
even the graphite below, but do not pull out the nanotubes individually, indicating the strong 
bonding between nanotube and substrate.  
Figure 36: Rolling up of CNT Layer after Ultrasonification in Water  
The nanotube layer is seen to roll up when failing during ultrasonification. Shattered silica is seen attached to the 
underside of the nanotube roll. 
 
  
The scotch tape test was performed on bare and silica-coated HOPG samples with a short 
CNT layer (grown for only 10 minutes.) Scotch tape tests are a common industrial method for 
evaluating the adhesion of a polymer film (such as automotive paint) and should be taken as a 
qualitative comparison only. For bare HOPG samples, the scotch tape removed all nanotubes and 
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the transparent tape came out black. This was clearly a fail. On the silica-coated sample, the tape 
appeared to be visually cleaner, indicating a probable “pass” at first sight.  
The surface remaining after the tape test was analyzed with SEM. It was seen that the 
silica coated HOPG was mostly undisturbed with most areas (about 95%) still covered in CNT. 
Of the ~5% areas where the nanotubes failed, almost all had exposed silica remaining. Several 
locations were seen where the underlying graphite was exposed but this accounted for a 
negligible fraction of the surface (<0.1%). Figure 37a shows an area of the coated sample after 
the tape test. Brighter areas are exposed silica. Figure 37b shows the boundary of an exposed 
silica region at higher magnification. Figure 37c shows the boundary between a region of 
exposed graphite and exposed silica. In all micrographs observed, a similar pattern emerges: 
when removed, the nanotubes have been pulled out as a carpet exposing either the silica or the 
graphite from the substrate.  
The three different destructive tests create very different mechanical loading conditions 
and force fields around the nanotubes. However, in all cases, the nanotubes fail as a complete 
layer peeling off. This behavior suggests that CNT are strongly attached to the substrate, 
preventing pullout of the individual nanotube. 
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Figure 37: Scotch Tape Test of CNT Adhesion 
Coated graphite after scotch tape test showing a) bright areas of exposed silica b) high magnification of exposed 











4.3.2 Surface Area 
Structure 
 In any given commercial foam of finite size, statistical variations in pore size, shape, and 
connectivity is expected, since these structures are created by passing gas bubbles through semi-
viscous pitch based precursors. Average values are estimated from multiple sampling. For this 
foam, overall porosity was 70% and pore diameters averaged around 480 µm.  
Figure 38 shows the microstructure of foam before and after nanotube deposition. The 
CNT grow out from the surface and form a matted layer; pore walls are fully coated. Extensive 
scanning and transmission electron microscopy analyses of these materials indicates that CNT 
from this process have average diameters around 15 nm with 5 nm thick walls [12].  Since the 
CNT forms a matted layer, the lengths of nanotube strands are expected to vary, and may not be 
C 
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directly measurable. It is assumed that only the external surface area of CNT is available for 
adsorption since the CNT are capped. The loose nanotubes have similar outer diameters as these, 
but grow as aligned and tightly packed bundles. Extrapolating from growth rates during initial 
stages, it is expected that average CNTs lengths can be estimated between 15-25 microns. For 
the samples tested here, the foams were weighed before and after 90 minutes of CNT deposition. 
The fractional weight increase was seen to be in the range of 1.9-3.0% with an average of 2.5%. 
Figure 38: Structure of CNT Sample for BET 
Structure of (a) as-received graphitic foam and (b) CNT coated graphitic foam. 
   
 
Geometrical Prediction of Surface Area 
For these porous foams, analytical models for estimating surface area per volume have 
been reported earlier [12]. Based on that model, this particular grade of foam is expected to have 




/cc. Assuming a density of 0.38 g/cc, this yields 
an approximate SSA of 0.017 m
2
/g.  It was estimated in that study that nanotube attachment 
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BET Measurement of Specific Surface Area 
The minimum measurable surface area for nitrogen BET with this system is around 0.1 
m
2
 and the sample tubes can hold a maximum of 1.5g of foam. Therefore, the SSA of the as-
received graphitic foam was expected and seen to be well below the detection limit of this 
experiment. However, the increase in SSA from CNT attachment (as predicted by the earlier 
model) was expected to raise the SSA of CNT-grafted foam into the measurable range for BET. 
BET measurement on loose nanotubes and CNT grafted foam were made simultaneously 
since the instrument has multiple ports. Figure 39 shows the full BET isotherm and figure 40 
shows the analyzed points from samples of both. The full isotherms were taken to demonstrate 
consistent behavior as pressure is increased and then decreased. Satisfactory line correlation can 
be seen for both analysis plots, and the positive slope of both the line and y-intercepts implies a 
valid experiment. Additionally, these numbers were repeatable with minimal variation. Loose 
multiwalled nanotubes were found to have a SSA of 54.0 ± 0.7 m
2
/g. This is roughly half the 
specific surface area reported for purified CNT having similar dimensions [120], [121]. It must 
be noted that the nanotubes in this study are not purified, and retain the original metal catalysts 
as impurities. The added mass of the Fe-containing nanoparticles is expected to lower the 
measured value of SSA. 
The CNT/foam samples measured show some batch to batch variations. The two batches 
tested were found to have SSA of 2.3 ± 0.1 m
2
/g and 3.5 ± 0.1 m
2
/g. This implies an average 
SSA for CNT/foam hybrid of 2.9 ± 1.0 m
2
/g. As predicted, this is well over two orders of 
magnitude compared to original foam. The isotherm of loose nanotubes shows a small bump 
around 0.4 relative pressure, attributed to capillary condensation. The diameter and structure of 
the loose nanotubes are similar to those in the CNT-foam, but loose nanotubes form as tightly 
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aligned bundles that may make them prone to condensation.  This bump is not expected to 
influence the SSA values which were measured at relative pressures below 0.25. 
The measured surface area of the CNT/foam is compared with the weighted average SSA 
of the two components in the hybrid structure. Weight increases by about 2.5% on average after 
the CNT are grown. Foam lost 0.3% of mass when heated in the Ar/H2 CVD environment 
without nanotube-forming gases. The 2.5% weight gain implies that nanotube weight is about 
2.7% (2.8/102.5) of the hybrid structure. This would yield an overall SSA of approximately 1.5 
m
2
/g (2.7% × 54.0 m
2
/g + 97.3% × 0.017 m
2
/g). 
The observed value of 2.9 ± 1.0 m
2
/g is higher, but in the same order of magnitude as the 
weighted average. The BET technique often shows different sensitivities for different surface 
morphologies and surface area ranges [122]. Since the loose CNT powder and the porous 
CNT/foams have completely different packing morphologies, the sensitivities of the two 
measurements may be different. Therefore, the agreement in order of magnitude, rather than the 
actual quantitative value is to be noted in this study. 
The directly measured SSA for the CNT/foam hybrid is of the same order, possibly 
higher than the calculated average of foam and CNT. This is an important result for future 
applications since it implies that the entire nanotube surface within the pores of the foam is 
accessible for adsorption of environmental species (nitrogen gas in this case). This means that 
the increased surface area can be utilized proportionately for active exchange, chemical 
interaction or thermal/electrical transport. This also implies that controlling the CNT area within 
the pores of the foam (by adjusting the length, diameter or concentration of nanotubes) can be 
used to tailor its surface properties in future applications. 
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Figure 39: Full BET Isotherms for Loose CNT and CNT Coated Cellular Foam 
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4.3.3 Thermal Stability in Oxidizing Environment 
 
The carbon nanotube coated graphite foams are envisioned as a materials platform on 
which to build advanced architectures. Additional processing will be needed for depositing 
nanoparticles, thin films, or to encapsulate other materials inside this high surface geometry. As 
a first step to enabling further processing, we investigated the thermal stability of the carbon 
nanotubes. Deck et al [123] found that burn off of MWNT (in a 98% helium and 2% oxygen 
environment) was insignificant below 400°C but rapidly increased above that. This compares 
well with our data in atmosphere. The sample heated for 30 minutes at 400°C (in air) showed no 
damage to CNT structures while the sample held at 500°C had lost the majority of nanotubes 
(Figure 41). The sample held at 450°C showed no noticeable loss or damage after 30 minutes but 
began to show broken and damaged nanotubes for times greater than 1 hour. This suggests that 
the as grown hierarchical structures can withstand subsequent processing in atmosphere at 
temperatures up to 400°C for the duration of the test. 
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Figure 41: CNT Before and after Heating in Air 
 
Carbon nanotubes from the same CVD batch are compared A) after fabrication, B) after heating at 400°C in 
air for 30 minutes, and C) after heating at 400°C in air for 30 minutes. No decrease is seen from 30 minutes at 





400°C for 30 min 





500°C for 30 min 




Hierarchical substrates are fabricated by growing strongly attached carbon nanotubes 
onto the pore walls of cellular graphitic foam. The adhesion of the nanotubes to the silica is 
qualitatively shown to be a strong bond. Failure analysis under two different types of loading 
show detachment occurs primarily over the entire nanotube layer rather than individually.  
This process for creating nanotubes on porous materials is shown to easily provide over 
two orders of magnitude increase in available surface area. The corresponding weight gain of the 
cellular foam is only about 2.5%. The measured increase in specific surface area (SSA) is found 
to match with earlier predictions based on analytical calculations. The increased SSA can be 
approximated by taking the weighted average of foam substrate and loose multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes.  This implies that the entire surface of the attached nanotubes, including those inside 
the deeper pores, are available for the surface-interaction related applications that can be 
enhanced by these structures.  
The nanotubes are shown to be stable in air at 400°C for at least 30 minutes. It is 
expected that maximum operating temperature for devices will be lower, but the CNT layer can 
sustain this temperature in further processing for the limited duration of device fabrication. 
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5 Chapter Five: Encapsulation for Phase Change Materials 
5.1 Introduction: Thermal Management for Electronics Packaging 
Thermal management is a crucial engineering challenge in the development of compact 
and mobile electronic systems. Most failures in power electronics are thermally related. For 
many electrical components, failure rates have a near exponential dependence on the operating 
temperature, and thermal cycling can cause 8 times higher failure rates for regular swings over 
20°C[124].  Therefore, new materials and manufacturing techniques are needed to keep pace 
with demands for controlling waste heat and maintaining optimal operating temperatures in 
systems without compromising device performance[124–126].  
Many next generation electronic systems need thermal solutions that can accept high 
power outputs in a compact design while maintaining a narrow range of operating temperatures. 
For instance, laser diode bars are of interest in many aerospace applications. However, they have 
high transient power usage and optical efficiencies in the range of 30-50%[127], [128]. They also 
require extremely uniform operating temperatures to maintain their efficiency and prevent 
dramatic reductions in component lifetime [126], [128]. This and related applications will need 
better thermal interfaces between multiple components through complex thermal management 
systems. A better investigation in multiphase thermal physics on the macro, micro and nano 
scales is needed on many issues including interfacial tension and wetting, surface roughness, and 
how these relate to interfacial thermal resistances[126], [129]. 
Phase change materials (PCM) offer several advantages in the packaging of some high 
power electronic systems including laser diodes. They can store a large amount of thermal 
energy as latent heat during the solid-liquid transition while maintaining temperature within a 
narrow operating range. However, there are several challenges that must be addressed, major 
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ones being relatively low thermal conductivity and cyclical volume changes. Commonly studied 
phase change materials include both inorganic compounds like hydrated salts, and organic 
compounds such as paraffin wax and fatty acids. Hydrated salts have some advantages since they 
have roughly twice the thermal conductivity, twice the volumetric latent heat storages (kJ/m
3
), 
and 25% greater latent heat storage per kg when compared to organic PCM [130]. However, they 
have a major drawback because they do not maintain their properties as well with cycling [130]. 
Paraffin wax is currently a more durable option. It is chemically inert, undergoes minimal 
subcooling, has low vapor pressure, no phase separation, stable melting temperature and storage 
capacity over many cycles, and can be operated at wide range of temperatures depending on the 
size of the molecules used [130–134]. However, the thermal conductivities of paraffin waxes are 
only 0.25-0.35 W/m K for the solid phase and roughly half this for the liquid [130], [132], [135], 
[136]. Poor conductivity makes the thermal response of pure paraffin wax slow. This needs 
enhancement in order to effectively manage high power thermal spikes or large continuous 
outputs. 
 Two broad approaches are used to improve the response time for organic PCM: 
encapsulation in thermally conductive material, and mixing thermally conductive additives into 
the PCM matrix.  
Thermally conductive microencapsulation involves encapsulating the PCM within a 
conductive matrix, which can increase the interfacial contact between the phase change materials 
and the heat source. This can increase thermal conductivity, control volumetric changes, and 
prevent chemical or physical interactions with their environment [130]. Microencapsulation 
reduces the total latent heat of the composite material and can also decrease the melting 
temperature [137].   
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One of the most important considerations for choosing an encapsulation material is the 
wettability of the PCM with the interface of the encapsulation. Poor interfacial contact will 
increase the thermal resistance of the interface considerably. This is exacerbated by repeated 
large volume changes of the PCM between the liquid and solid phase during thermal cycling. 
The expansion and contraction of the PCM can continually open and close voids along the 
interface with the encapsulation. Graphitic materials are suitable for wax-based PCM in this 
regard because of their good thermal conductivity, relatively low density, and good interfacial 
wetting with the PCM [134–139]. They have been shown to perform well together for some 
designs of latent heat storage systems [135–140]. 
Suitable additives for paraffin wax PCMs include expanded graphite and carbon 
nanotubes. Expanded graphite can increase the thermal conductivity of the composite by 1-2 
orders of magnitude [139]. Conductivity increases fairly linearly for low volume content but 
becomes less symmetric and more isotropic as loading approaches 10 wt% [132], [136], [137], 
[139].  Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) decrease the melting temperature slightly but 
increase the total latent heat by up to 10% for 1% loading by volume [135], [138]. MWNT 
loaded to 2 wt% can increase the thermal conductivity of paraffin wax by 35% and 45% in the 
solid and liquid phases respectively [138]. Additionally, MWNT have been shown to increase 
thermal transport across some solid-solid interfaces especially when chemically bonded at the tip 
[26], [140]. The increase can be up to two orders of magnitude larger if the nanotubes are 
chemically bonded to the interfaces as opposed to a pressure based contact [140]. 
 The goal of this project is to build upon the existing knowledge, and create a new class of 
encapsulating material that combines the advantages of PCM containment with additive heat 
transport through a single hierarchical structure. The base starting material is cellular graphitic 
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foam selected due to its high crystallinity, good strength to weight ratio, and isotropic properties 
[141]. The surface of this material that interfaces with the PCM is altered by well attached 
carbon nanotubes. The carbon nanotubes are chemically bonded to the interior walls of the 
cellular graphitic foam encapsulation and extend outward into the solid/liquid paraffin phase 
change material. This greatly increases the surface area of the microencapsulation and improves 
the interface and thermal transport between the two materials. In addition, the highly conductive 
nanotubes extending into the PCM increase the overall conductivity of the composite region. The 
net result is a two-prong approach to enhancing the response time of PCM-encapsulation hybrid 
device. 
This chapter discusses the fabrication, characterization and thermal testing of these 
materials, which show this to be a very promising approach of enhancing PCM-incorporated 
structures. 
5.2 Experimental 
The cellular graphitic foam selected for aerospace applications is a pitch derived open 
cellular structure with porosity about 70%. A nanolayer of amorphous silica is deposited onto the 
foam by microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition using precursors of hexa-
methyl-disiloxane (HMDSO) in O2 gas. MWNT are grown attached to the silica nanolayer using 
a floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition with ferrocene and xylene in an Ar/H2 environment.  
 Cellular graphitic foam disks of 30mm diameter and 8 mm thick are used as 
encapsulation material for paraffin wax (Aldrich, mp 53-57°C). Encapsulation with and without 
nanotubes is used for comparison and referred to as CNTfoam and MGfoam respectively from 
here on.  
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The hybrid encapsulated phase change material (EPCM) was created by melting wax and 
heating to 70°C in a steel bowl. Subsequently the encapsulation material, MGfoam or CNTfoam, 
is submerged. All encapsulated phase change material (EPCM) were weighed and found to be 
between 67-71 wt% paraffin wax. The variation was mostly due to the irregularity of the foam 
structure. After wax infusion, the EPCM was wrapped in a layer of Al foil to prevent loss of wax 
during cycling. 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on the paraffin wax, MGfoam 
EPCM, and CNTfoam EPCM to measure latent heat storage between 0-100°C at a rate of 3°C 
per minute. Three samples from the center of MGfoam3 and CNTfoam3 EPCM were tested to 
get an average since porosity can vary the weight percent of wax in small samples. 
Thermal testing was performed using a custom heating cell as shown in figure 42. A 
resistive heater is attached below a copper cylinder and the EPCM sample is placed in the 
chamber above the copper. A thermocouple (TC1) is used to measure the input temperature 
between the copper cylinder and the Al foil on the EPCM. A second thermocouple (TC2) is 
inserted 4mm down into the center of the EPCM to measure the response as a function of time. A 
2kg weight is placed on top of the lid to the sample chamber to ensure good and consistent 
thermal contact between the Cu and Al. The heater is given constant power of 10W and 
temperatures for both TC1 and TC2 are recorded every .71s. Thermal testing is done from room 
temperature (20°C) until the EPCM has fully melted. 
Microstructural images are taken using a JEOL 7401F field emission scanning electron 
microscope. Images of the MGfoam and CNTfoam interfaces with wax were taken after careful 
preparation to ensure that there was no contamination of the FE-SEM chamber with paraffin 
wax. The EPCM samples were first frozen in liquid nitrogen and then shattered. A shard having 
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the full cross section was placed on a sample stub with carbon paint and then allowed to thaw to 
room temperature at 10
-3
 torr for 24 hours to remove any volatiles. The sample was then frozen 
in liquid nitrogen again and then placed immediately into the insertion chamber for the SEM. 
Images were taken at low power (1kV and 10µA) to maximize imaging time before the wax 
began to soften. 
Figure 42: Thermal Testing Apparatus 
Thermal testing apparatus designed and built at Air Force Research Laboratory. The Cu cylinder is heated with 10 




5.3 Results and Discussion 
 
The foam selected for this study had 70% porosity, which was determined to provide a 
good compromise between mechanical strength and thermal properties. Figures 43 and 44 show 
the structure and interface of the foam. There is significant statistical variation within the 
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structure which is not uncommon in foams created by passing gas bubbles through semi-viscous 
precursors. For this grade of foam, pore diameters were in the several hundred µm range, and 
interconnectivity among pores could be clearly seen. 
As discussed in Chapter Two, the carbon nanotubes grown onto the pore walls are seen to 
be multiwalled with spaghetti like random distribution over the surface. A large fraction forms a 
dense entangled carpet-like nanotube layer that extends only about 3-5 µm out from the pore 
walls into the PCM matrix. As the nanotubes grow longer, aligned bundles of CNT snake out 
from the walls and penetrate much further into the interior of the pores. This implies that in the 
future, it is possible to increase the PCM permeation with CNT by increasing the number of 
nano-ropes, unless the overall nanocarpet thickness can be uniformly increased.   
 
Figure 43: Pore Structure of the Cellular Graphitic Foam Encapsulation Material 
The microstructure of the graphitic foam provided by Air Force Research Laboratory is seen to be similar to the 
Koopers L1a. 
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Figure 44: Surface of a Pore Wall 





5.3.1 Wettability of the encapsulation surface: 
 
The paraffin wax appears to have better wettability with the carbon nanotubes than with 
the bare cellular foam. Both materials will be fully infiltrated by the wax as long as the viscosity 
is low enough. However, some agitation is needed to release air bubble and fully infuse bare 
foam (t≈10s). CNT-foam fully infuses immediately and sinks to the bottom of the molten wax 
much faster. 
It is important to determine the nature of the contact between the carbon phase and the 
paraffin wax in all cases. Intimate contact is needed to ensure rapid diffusion of thermal energy 
between the encapsulation material and the phase change material. It has been discussed earlier 
that previous studies have reported that graphitic materials in general provide good interfacial 
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wetting for paraffin wax PCMs [135–140]. Those results will apply to interfaces between wax 
and normal-size graphitic planes such as foam. However, the CNT grafted surface in this study 
has unprecedented hierarchical morphology, and wettability of molten wax or any fluid will be 
dominated by the degree of permeation of the fluid phase into the CNT forest.   
Wettability was tested by melting a beaker of wax to 10°C above its melting temperature 
and submerging CNTfoam samples in it. The sample was left in the liquid wax until bubbles 
ceased appearing (~1 min) and then removed and allowed to cool. The encapsulated phase 
change material was then cut open, and analyzed in SEM using the procedure outlined earlier. 
Figure 45 shows the microstructure of the interfacial region. It can be seen that within the 
temperature studied, the foam was fully infiltrated. SEM micrographs show good wettability 
between the CNT and the wax region. This should assure efficient thermal transport between the 
nanotube radiators and the wax phase. 
Figure 45: Paraffin Wax-CNT-Silica Interface 
Paraffin wax is seen to penetrate the nanotubes all the way to the silica interface. 
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5.3.2 Thermal Properties of Encapsulated Phase Change Materials 
 
  Table 11 gives the DSC results for neat paraffin wax and three samples each of MGfoam 
and CNTfoam encapsulated phase change materials. The paraffin wax has the highest value at 
203.6 J/g, followed by the CNTfoam at 139.1 J/g, and the MGfoam at 117.3 J/g. The peak 
melting point is at 54.5 ± 0.2°C for all three samples. The CNTfoam has 15% higher average 
latent heat storage than the MGfoam which agrees with literature results that adding MWNT into 
paraffin wax increases the latent heat of fusion [135], [138]. 
Table 11: DSC Results for Latent Heat Storage 
Sample Heat Storage [total range] 
Pure Paraffin Wax 203.6 J/g [202.4-204.8] 
MGfoam EPCM 117.3 J/g  [110.6-121.9] 
CNTfoam EPCM 139.1 J/g  [137.0-141.1] 
 
Table 12 shows the comparative Response Time and Specific Power of these materials. It 
must be noted that CNTfoam samples have a slightly lower wt% of paraffin wax than MGfoam. 
This is due to the 2.5 wt% increase of the CNTfoam encapsulation after CNT are added. The 
total weight of the EPCM and the weight percentage of paraffin wax are given in the first two 
columns of table 12. Table 12 also gives the elapsed time to heat the sample from room 
temperature to the melting point (ΔtH), the elapsed time to complete the phase change (ΔtPCM), the 
specific power during heating from room temperature to the melting point (QH), and the specific power 
during phase change (QPCM). Specific power for heating is calculated using equation 1 and 
specific power during phase change is calculated using equation 2: 
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                                                                Eq1 
      
 
     
                                      Eq2 
where cp is the specific heat capacity of the EPCM, L is the latent heat of fusion for the EPCM, 
and ΔTH is the temperature change during heating (34 K). Figure 46 shows the average specific 
power of the EPCM during heating and during the phase change with 10 W of input power. Error 
bars represent the measured range of the three samples for that point. The heater power was 
chosen as 10 W because it was a significantly higher power than 5 grams of either the MGfoam 
or CNTfoam EPCM could absorb. 
Table 12: Thermal Response Times and Specific Power of EPCM 
















MGfoam1 5.00 71 519 0.105 524 0.224 
MGfoam2 4.98 70 484 0.113 532 0.220 
MGfoam3 5.33 68 566 0.096 519 0.226 
MGfoam 
Average 
5.10 69.7 523 0.104 525 0.223 
CNTfoam 
CNTfoam1 4.84 70 411 0.133 288 0.483 
CNTfoam2 5.32 68 463 0.118 269 0.517 
CNTfoam3 4.80 67 367 0.149 204 0.682 
CNTfoam 
Average 
4.99 68.3 413.7 0.132 253.7 0.548 
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Figure 46: Average Specific Power at 10 W Input 
Average specific power at 10 W input during heating and during storage of latent heat for the cellular encapsulation 




 As seen in table 12 and figure 46, the specific power during heating is 0.104 W/g for 
MGfoam and 0.132 W/g for the CNTfoam. This is a 27% improvement for the CNTfoam which 
is significant but of less interest for electrical applications since the PCM will be chosen to 
transition near the operating temperature. The specific power during phase change was 0.223 
W/g for MGfoam and 0.548 W/g for the CNTfoam. This is an improvement in specific power of 
146% for the CNTfoam EPCM during latent heat storage.  
The sample to sample variations in measured quantities are worth noting. For MGfoam 
EPCM, power appears to be constant across samples. The CNTfoam samples have higher sample 
to sample variations in specific power. This likely stems from batch to batch variations in 
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nanotube growth but a larger sample set is needed to know whether these variations are 
physically meaningful.  Despite the variations, the power of any CNTfoam EPCM device is seen 
to be over twice that of any MGfoam EPCM device.  
 
5.3.3 Influence of thermal cycling 
 
In order to study the influence of thermal cycling on the EPCM structures, PCM infused 
MGfoam3 and CNTfoam3 were rapidly cycled 15 times using a furnace at 120°C and a 
refrigerator. After this cycling, the samples were weighted to account for any loss of wax. It was 
seen that there was minimal, but detectable wax loss (about 1%) after 15 cycles.  This may be 
attributed to vaporization and/or leaks. For future use in larger-scale engineering applications, 
such losses can be prevented by encapsulating these structures in an impervious conducting shell.  
The response times were measured after 15 cycles. The response of the MGfoam 
remained unchanged. It was noted that the heating rate of CNTfoam3 actually improved by about 
20% after 15 cycles, probably due to improved infiltration within nanotubes with repeated 
cycling.  The specific power during latent heat storage (QPCM) remained constant for both 
MGfoam3 and CNTfoam3. This indicates that thermal cycling is not expected to diminish the 
heat storage capacity for these EPCM structures. Long term performance involving larger 
number of cycles will be conducted in future.   
After rapid thermal cycle tests, these samples were cut open to image the 
encapsulation/wax interface. Figure 47 shows a magnified region of MGfoam3 along the 
graphite/wax interface. It can be seen that there are micro gaps and nano fissures all along that 
interface. Figure 48 shows the interface for the CNTfoam. There are micro and nano scale cracks 
and voids in the paraffin wax from both the MGfoam and the CNTfoam, but the nanotubes in the 
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CNTfoam keep these gaps away from the graphitic foam. It is clear that the wax is much better 
bound to the interface of the graphitic encapsulation after the CNT are added. All micro and 
nano cracks in the CNTfoam are seen within the purely PCM phase, outside the region 
containing CNT.   
Figure 47: Paraffin Wax-MGfoam Interface 
Nano fissure form along the interface of cellular graphitic foam (bottom region) with paraffin wax PCM (top region) 
due to the large volume reduction as the wax transitions from a liquid to a solid. 
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Figure 48: Paraffin Wax-CNTfoam Interface 
Interface of CNTfoam3 showing graphite (bottom), CNT and wax (middle-bright lines), and the paraffin wax 
beyond (top). Second blurry line of silica and CNT are from a shifted sheet of the graphite in the foreground. Cracks 
are seen in the paraffin wax due to the large volume reduction as the wax transitions from a liquid to a solid. 
However, CNT prevent cracks from forming along the interface. 
 
This study clearly indicates that the nanotubes attached on the foam surface are 
preventing interfacial delamination of the PCM from the encapsulation surface. Additionally, it 
appears the CNTfoam EPCM is likely to retain the significantly enhanced contact area between 
the two phases even after repeated thermal cycling.   
 The very significant improvement in specific power demonstrated by the CNTfoam 
EPCM over the MGfoam structure can be attributed to two effects. The first is increased 
interfacial contact area, resulting in reduced interfacial resistance between the encapsulation and 
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the wax phases.  The second is the increased thermal conductivity of the part of the wax that is 
infiltrated with carbon nanotubes.  
Earlier geometric calculations using very conservative estimates for CNT density and 
length had predicted that growth of CNT using this process should increase the surface area of 
the underlying foam substrate by over two orders of magnitude [12]. This, combined with 
excellent wettability between the graphite and PCM phases can result in very significant 
enhancement of thermal transport between the graphite and PCM regions. Regarding the thermal 
conductivity of the nanotube wax composite region, it is expected that the nanoscale size and 
large interfacial area of carbon nanotubes can cause improved phonon transport in wax-CNT 
composite [142].  However, previous work has shown that even relatively high loading of loose 
nanotubes completely dispersed in wax would only improve the thermal conductivity of paraffin 
wax by 35-45% [138].  In this study, the CNT-dispersed wax region with the increased thermal 
conductivity is a fraction of the entire PCM phase, and the improvement in response time is quite 
high. It therefore appears that the more significant contribution here is from the increase in 
interfacial contact area. It should be pointed out that there is scope for future improvement in 
response time if the CNT ropes and carpet can be made longer for increased penetration into the 
PCM phase.   
  




This project demonstrates significantly faster thermal response times, and thus higher 
specific power (W/g), for microencapsulated PCM resulting from carbon nanotubes attached on 
the surface of the microencapsulation. The carbon nanotubes are strongly bonded to the interior 
walls of the cellular graphitic foam encapsulation and extend outward into the solid/liquid 
paraffin phase change material. The carbon nanotubes increase the specific power of the 
encapsulated phase change materials by 27% during heating and over 146% during the more 
important storage of latent heat. This large improvement is attributed to improved interfacial 
contact area between the graphitic encapsulation and the paraffin PCM as well as the increased 
thermal conductivity of the portion of PCM that has CNT. For the current samples, improved 
interfacial contact is expected to be the larger contributor given the orders of magnitude increase 
in interfacial contact area and limited volume penetration of the carbon nanotubes. However, 
further improvements can be realized by extending the nanotube layer deeper into the pores, 
hence increasing penetration into the PCM phase. The improved specific power of the 
encapsulated phase change material makes it a viable candidate for thermal management in high 
power, pulsed energy electronics.   
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6 Chapter Six: Conclusions 
6.1 Fabrication of Hierarchical Carbon Nanostructures 
 
A technique has been developed for fabricating hierarchical carbon nanostructures composed of 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes attached onto the interior surfaces of porous graphitic foams. The 
growth of nanotubes is seen to be significantly improved by a pre-coating of the pore walls with 
a silicon dioxide buffer layer. Key processing parameters have been investigated and growth 
settings for the least defected multiwalled carbon nanotubes have been identified for the relevant 
substrates. It is seen that this process, with minimal adjustments, is also able to grow nanotubes 
on other substrate materials including steel and copper. Moreover, it is also seen that the 
microwave plasma method used to grow the silica pre-coating can also be modified to 
functionalize the carbon nanotubes in future applications. 
 
6.2 Influence of Silica Buffer Layer  
The silica layer on the graphite surface has the following effects on the CVD process: it 
reduces the diameter and increases the number density of FeNP while enhancing their catalytic 
activity. Two different regions of increased catalytic activity are measured as a function of silica 
thickness. These indicate two distinct mechanisms by which the silica is increasing the 
percentage of activated catalysts. 
The first mechanism is evidenced by the large jump in CNT density even at small silica 
thicknesses (1-SiO2 to 3-SiO2). This may be due to the fact that the presence of even a small 
amount of silica prevents the FeNP from dissolving the surface carbon, rolling on the surface, 
and agglomerating into oversized particles unsuitable for CNT nucleation. This is seen to cause a 
4-5 fold improvement in the rate of catalyst activation. 
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The second mechanism is a function of the silica thickness and begins when silica layer 
thickness exceeds a minimum value (estimated at 10nm in this case). Even when the nano-
catalyst size and density have reached a steady state (about 36 nm thickness) after 10 mins of 
deposition, the nanotube density keeps increasing, indicating further enhancement of catalyst 
activity. This thickness dependent catalyst enhancement may be related to an increased 
electrical/thermal insulation provided by the oxide buffer, but more detailed investigation will be 
needed in future.   
Overall, it can be seen that the silica layer can provide 280 times improvement in CNT 
density within 3 min of CVD. 
 
6.3 Adhesion, Usable Surface Area, and Thermal Stability of CNT/Foam 
Hierarchical Structures 
 
The adhesion of the nanotubes to the silica is shown to be strong, making these structures 
robust and durable. Failure analysis under different types of loading conditions show that 
individual nanotubes are not pulled off.  Rather, detachment occurs within the substrate, either 
through the graphite or at the buffer layer indicating that nanotube substrate bonds are stronger 
than the bonds within the substrate.  
BET analysis of these structures indicate that nanotube attachment can easily provide 
over two orders of magnitude increase in available surface area with only about 2.5% weight 
gain. The measured increase in specific surface area (SSA) is found to match with earlier 
predictions based on analytical calculations. The increased SSA can also be approximated by 
taking the weighted average of foam substrate and loose multi-walled carbon nanotubes.  This 
implies that the entire surface of the attached nanotubes, including those inside the deeper pores, 
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are available for the surface-interaction related applications that can be enhanced by these 
structures.  
The nanotubes are shown to be stable in air at 400°C. CNT begin to break down after 
about 1 hr treatment at 450C and within 30 minutes at 500 C. 
 
6.4 Encapsulation for Phase Change Materials  
This material shows significantly faster thermal response times, and thus higher specific 
power (W/g), for microencapsulated PCM resulting from carbon nanotubes attached on the 
surface of the microencapsulation. The carbon nanotubes are strongly bonded to the interior 
walls of the multicellular graphitic foam encapsulation and extend outward into the solid/liquid 
paraffin phase change material. The carbon nanotubes increase the specific power of the 
encapsulated phase change materials by 27% during heating and over 146% during the more 
important storage of latent heat.  
This large improvement is attributed to improved interfacial contact area between the 
graphitic encapsulation and the paraffin PCM as well as the increased thermal conductivity of the 
portion of PCM that has CNT. For the current samples, improved interfacial contact is expected 
to be the larger contributor given the orders of magnitude increase in interfacial contact area and 
limited volume penetration of the carbon nanotubes. However, further improvements can be 
realized by extending the nanotube layer deeper into the pores, hence increasing penetration into 
the PCM phase. The improved specific power of the encapsulated phase change material makes 
it a viable candidate for thermal management in high power, pulsed energy electronics. 
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8 Appendix A: Backscatter Images of FeNP after 3 min CVD 
 
FeNP-3 min CVD-Bare HOPG 
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FeNP-3 min CVD-1 min SiO2 
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FeNP-3 min CVD-3 min SiO2 
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FeNP-3 min CVD-5 min SiO2 
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FeNP-3 min CVD-15 min SiO2 
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FeNP-3 min CVD-20 min SiO2 
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9 Appendix B: Secondary Images of CNT after 3 min CVD 
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CNT-3 min CVD-1 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-2 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-3 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-5 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-10 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-15 min SiO2 
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CNT-3 min CVD-20 min SiO2 
 
 
